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3.1. Introduction to Sustainable Management Criteria and Definition of Terms 92 

 93 
This section defines sustainable groundwater management in the Basin through 94 
description of an overall sustainability goal for the Basin, and through description and 95 
quantification of sustainable management criteria (SMC) for each of the sustainability 96 
indicators. Building on the Basin conditions described in Chapter 2, this section describes 97 
the processes and criteria used to define the undesirable results, measurable objectives, 98 
and minimum thresholds for each sustainability indicator.  99 
 100 
The following terms, defined below, are used throughout this chapter.  101 
 102 
 103 
Sustainability Goal: The overarching goal for the Basin with respect to managing 104 
groundwater conditions to ensure the absence of undesirable results.  105 
 106 
Sustainability Indicators (SI): Six indicators defined under SGMA: chronic lowering of 107 
groundwater levels, reduction of groundwater storage, seawater intrusion, degraded 108 
groundwater quality, land subsidence, and depletions of interconnected surface water. 109 
These indicators describe groundwater-related conditions in the Basin and are used to 110 
determine occurrence of undesirable results (23 CCR 354.28(b)(1)-(6).) 111 
 112 
Sustainable Management Criteria (SMC): Minimum thresholds, measurable objectives, 113 
and undesirable results, consistent with the sustainability goal, that must be defined for 114 
each sustainability indicator.   115 
 116 
Undesirable Results (UR): Conditions, defined under SGMA as:  117 
 118 
“… one or more of the following effects caused by groundwater conditions occurring 119 
throughout a basin:  120 

1. Chronic lowering of groundwater levels indicating a significant and unreasonable 121 
depletion of supply if continued over the planning and implementation horizon....  122 
2. Significant and unreasonable reduction of groundwater storage.  123 
3. Significant and unreasonable seawater intrusion.  124 
4. Significant and unreasonable degraded water quality, including the migration of 125 
contaminant plumes that impair water supplies.  126 
5. Significant and unreasonable land subsidence that substantially interferes with 127 
surface land uses.  128 
6. Depletions of interconnected surface water that have significant and unreasonable 129 
adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water.” (Wat. Code § 10721(x)(1)-130 
(6).) 131 

 132 
Minimum Thresholds (MinT): a quantitative value representative of groundwater 133 
conditions at a site (or sites), that, if exceeded, may cause an undesirable result. The 134 
term “maximum threshold” (MaxT) is the equivalent value for sustainable management 135 
criteria with a defined maximum limit (e.g., groundwater quality).  136 
 137 
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Measurable Objectives (MO): specific and quantifiable goals that are defined to reflect 138 
the desired groundwater conditions in the Basin and achieve the sustainability goal within 139 
20 years. Measurable objectives are defined in relation to the six undesirable results and 140 
use the same metrics as minimum thresholds.  141 
 142 
Interim Milestones: periodic goals (defined every five years, at minimum), that are used 143 
to measure progress toward measurable objectives and the sustainability goal.    144 
  145 
Representative Monitoring Points (RMP): for each sustainability indicator, a subset of 146 
the entire monitoring network where minimum thresholds, measurable objectives, and 147 
milestones are measured and evaluated.  148 
 149 
Projects and Management Actions (PMAs): creation or modification of a physical 150 
structure / infrastructure (project) and creation of policies, procedures, or regulations 151 
(management actions) that are implemented to achieve Basin sustainability.  152 
 153 

3.2.  Sustainability Goal  154 

 155 
The overall sustainability goal of groundwater management in the Basin is to maintain 156 
groundwater resources in ways that best support the continued and long-term health of 157 
the people, the environment, and the economy in Scott Valley, for generations to come. 158 
This includes managing groundwater conditions for each of the applicable sustainability 159 
indicators in the Basin so that:  160 

• Groundwater elevations and groundwater storage do not significantly decline 161 
below their historically measured range, protect the existing well infrastructure from 162 
outages, protect groundwater-dependent ecosystems, and avoid significant 163 
additional stream depletion due to groundwater pumping. 164 

• Groundwater quality is suitable for the beneficial uses in the Basin and is not 165 
significantly or unreasonably degraded. 166 

• Significant and unreasonable land subsidence is prevented in the Basin. 167 
Infrastructure and agricultural production in Scott River Valley remain safe from 168 
permanent subsidence of land surface elevations.  169 

• Groundwater pumping effects on stream depletion in the Scott River are not 170 
allowed to worsen. Moreover, some effects of the existing stream depletion due to 171 
groundwater pumping are reversed through projects and management actions that 172 
consider and are consistent with the programmatic structures of the NCRWQCB 173 
Basin Plan (including the TMDL Action Plan) and of the Public Trust Doctrine. 174 

• The GSA’s groundwater management is efficiently and effectively integrated with 175 
other watershed and land use planning activities through collaborations and 176 
partnerships with local, state, and federal agencies, private landowners, and other 177 
organizations, to achieve the broader “watershed goal” of sufficient surface water 178 
flows that sustain healthy ecosystem functions. 179 

 180 
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3.3.  Monitoring Networks  181 

 182 
The monitoring networks described here support data collection to monitor the chronic 183 
lowering of groundwater levels, reduction of groundwater in storage, degradation of water 184 
quality, land subsidence, and depletion of interconnected surface water sustainability 185 
indicators. The monitoring networks for each sustainability indicator are critical to 186 
demonstrating the Basin’s sustainability over time. No monitoring network is identified for 187 
the seawater intrusion sustainability indicator as it is not applicable to the Basin.  188 
 189 
Per 23 CCR Section 354.34, monitoring networks should be designed to:   190 

§ Demonstrate progress towards achieving measurable objectives described in the 191 
Plan. 192 

§ Monitor impacts to the beneficial uses or users of groundwater. 193 
§ Monitor changes in groundwater conditions relative to measurable objectives and 194 

minimum or maximum thresholds, and  195 
§ Quantify annual changes in water budget components.  196 

 197 
The monitoring networks for each sustainability indicator are critical to demonstrating the 198 
Basin’s sustainability over time.  199 
 200 
Monitoring networks are required to have sufficient spatial density and temporal resolution 201 
to evaluate the effects and effectiveness of Plan implementation and represent seasonal, 202 
short-term, and long-term trends in groundwater conditions and related surface 203 
conditions. Short-term is considered here to be a time span of 1 to 5 years, and long-term 204 
is considered as 5–20 years. The spatial densities and frequency of data measurement 205 
are specific to monitoring objectives, the parameter to be measured, degree of 206 
groundwater use, and Basin conditions, among other factors. A description of the existing 207 
and planned spatial density and data collection frequency is included for each monitoring 208 
network. Detailed descriptions, assessments and plans for improvement of the monitoring 209 
network are provided for each sustainability indicator in the following sections. An 210 
overview of the monitoring network established for each sustainability indicator is 211 
provided in Table 1.   212 
 213 
 214 
 215 
 216 
 217 
 218 
 219 
 220 
 221 
 222 
 223 
 224 
 225 
 226 
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Table 1: Summary of monitoring networks, metrics, and number of sites for sustainability 227 
indicators. 228 

Sustainability 
Indicator1 Metric 

Number of 
Sites in Current 

Network 
Chronic Lowering of 

Groundwater 
Levels2 

 

Groundwater level 21 

Reduction of 
Groundwater 

Storage 

Volume of water per year, computed from water 
level changes 

Uses chronic 
lowering of 

groundwater 
levels network 

Groundwater Quality Concentration of selected water quality parameters 3 

Land subsidence Land surface elevation3 Spatially 
continuous 

Stream depletion 
due to groundwater 

pumping 

Stream depletion reversal, quantified at the Fort 
Jones USGS Stream Gauge through computation 

with SVIHM. SVIHM is based on water level, 
streamflow, land use, water diversions, and multiple 
other repeated, continuous, or one-time monitoring 

data. 

Spatially 
continuous and 
integrated into 

one master 
RMP 

1This table only includes monitoring networks used to measure sustainability indicators. It does not include 229 
additional monitoring necessary to monitor the various water budget components of the Basin, described 230 
in Chapter 2, or to monitor the implementation of projects and management actions, which are described 231 
in Chapter 4. 232 
2 The groundwater level monitoring network is also used for non-riparian groundwater dependent 233 
ecosystems.  234 
3Land surface elevation changes are monitored through satellite remote sensing. 235 
 236 
 237 
In summary, there are four monitoring networks: a water level monitoring network, a water 238 
quality monitoring network, a land subsidence monitoring system, and a stream depletion 239 
monitoring system. The first two monitoring networks utilize independent, but potentially 240 
overlapping, networks of wells. The third utilizes satellite remote sensing, and the fourth 241 
utilizes the Scott Valley Integrated Hydrologic Model (SVIHM), which incorporates 242 
numerous, diverse datasets including water level and streamflow monitoring data. 243 
Detailed descriptions, assessments, and plans for future improvement of the well 244 
monitoring networks and protocols for data collection and monitoring are addressed for 245 
each sustainability indicator in the following sections.   246 
 247 
 248 
 249 
 250 
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Identification and Evaluation of Potential Data Gaps  251 
 252 
Per 23 CCR Section 351, data gaps are defined as, “a lack of information that significantly 253 
affects the understanding of the basin setting or evaluation of the efficacy of Plan 254 
implementation and could limit the ability to assess whether a basin is being sustainably 255 
managed”. A detailed discussion of potential data gaps, and strategies for resolving them, 256 
is included as Appendix 3-A. Data gaps are primarily addressed in this chapter through 257 
the ‘Assessment and Improvement of Monitoring Networks’, associated with each 258 
sustainability indicator in the Basin. Of particular focus for the monitoring networks are 259 
the adequacy of the number of sites, frequency of measurement, and spatial distribution 260 
in the Basin. In addition to the monitoring network-specific data gaps, information was 261 
identified that would be valuable to collect. This information is valuable to support 262 
increased understanding in the Basin setting, understanding of conditions in comparison 263 
to the sustainable management criteria, data to calibrate or update the model, and to 264 
monitor efficacy of PMAs. These additional monitoring or information requirements 265 
depend on future availability of funding and are not yet considered among the GSP 266 
Representative Monitoring Points (RMPs). They will be considered as potential RMPs 267 
and may eventually become part of the GSP network at the 5-year GSP update. The list 268 
includes:  269 

• Streamflow gauges on the tributaries to Scott River  270 
• Streamflow gauges on the mainstem of Scott River 271 
• Wells near the mainstem of Scott River to measure groundwater levels (see 272 

Section 3.3.5) for use in SVIHM model calibration, as part of ISW monitoring, and 273 
for measuring PMA efficacy.  274 

• Additional biological data that would be useful for monitoring and evaluation of 275 
GDEs including streamflow depletion impacts on juvenile salmonids  276 

 277 
A detailed discussion of these potential data gaps and suggested approach and 278 
monitoring prioritization can be found in Appendix 3-A. The GSA may engage with other 279 
entities and water users to collaboratively fill these data gaps as appropriate and 280 
feasible.  281 
 282 
Network Enrollment and Expansion 283 
 284 
With the exceptions of streamflow, land subsidence, and stream depletion due to 285 
groundwater pumping, monitoring is performed using wells. Some wells will be monitored 286 
for water level, some for water quality, some for both. Prior to enrolling wells into the 287 
GSA’s monitoring network, wells will be evaluated, using the selection criteria listed 288 
below, to determine their suitability. The selection criteria for potential wells to be added 289 
to the monitoring network include the following:  290 
 291 

§ Well location 292 
§ Monitoring History 293 
§ Well Information 294 
§ Well Access 295 

 296 
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 297 
Well Location  298 
The location and design of a well network is important to ensure adequate spatial 299 
distribution, coverage, and well density. Objectives for network design include sufficient 300 
coverage and density of wells to capture hydraulic gradients and overall groundwater in 301 
storage. Additionally, wells important for the measurement of groundwater level and 302 
groundwater quality must be included in areas within or adjacent to planned GSP projects 303 
and management actions and locally defined areas where existing operations are found 304 
to pose a significant risk of affecting groundwater levels or quality. Statistical methods will 305 
be used to aid in extrapolating measurements from a limited number of monitoring sites 306 
to groundwater conditions the entire Basin to measure compliance with the minimum or 307 
maximum thresholds set and to measure progress towards interim milestones.  308 
 309 
Monitoring History  310 
Wells with a long monitoring record provide valuable historical groundwater level or water 311 
quality data and enable the assessment of long-term trends. Such wells were 312 
preferentially selected for a network over wells without with limited monitoring data. 313 
 314 
Well Information  315 
In addition to well location, information about the construction of the well, including the 316 
well depth and screened interval(s) is necessary to provide context for the measurement 317 
taken at the well, such as which water bearing formation is being sampled. Well 318 
information is critical for an effective well network, so the groundwater aquifer can be 319 
efficiently monitored. For wells that are candidates for being added to the well network, 320 
the GSA will continue to verify well information with well logging. 321 
 322 
Well Access/Agency Support 323 
In order to be a functional component of the monitoring network, the ability to gain access 324 
to the well to collect samples at the required frequency is critical.    325 
 326 
Wells in existing monitoring programs, particularly for water quality, are located near 327 
populated areas, leaving sections of the remainder of the Basin without monitoring data. 328 
The planned additional wells for inclusion in a network are intended to provide data 329 
representative of different land uses, activities, and geologic units to improve upon the 330 
existing spatial coverage in the Basin. Any wells added to the monitoring network will be 331 
evaluated using the criteria listed above to ensure well suitability. A more detailed 332 
evaluation of the required spatial density and monitoring frequency of the individual 333 
sustainability indicator monitoring network(s) has been conducted to determine 334 
appropriate attributes so that the monitoring network is representative of Basin conditions 335 
and enables evaluations of seasonal, short-term, and long-term trends.  336 
 337 
The monitoring networks will continue to be developed throughout GSP implementation. 338 
Individual sustainability indicator monitoring networks will be expanded throughout GSP 339 
implementation, as necessary, to address monitoring objectives and support any projects 340 
and management actions (PMAs). Expansion of individual sustainability indicator 341 
monitoring networks that rely on wells will involve identification of additional existing wells 342 
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in the Basin that could be included in the monitoring network once evaluated, using the 343 
selection criteria, and approved for inclusion in the network. Evaluations of the monitoring 344 
network will be conducted at least every five years to determine whether additional wells 345 
are required to achieve sufficient spatial density, whether wells are representative of land 346 
uses in the Basin, and whether wells provide monitoring in key areas identified by 347 
stakeholders. If additional sites are required to ensure sufficient spatial density, then 348 
existing wells may be identified or new wells may be constructed at select locations, as 349 
required. The monitoring frequency and timing that enable evaluation of seasonal, short-350 
term, and long-term trends will also be assessed throughout GSP implementation. Where 351 
it is necessary, the GSA will coordinate with existing programs to develop an agreement 352 
for data collection responsibilities, monitoring protocols and data reporting and sharing. 353 
For existing monitoring programs implemented by agencies, monitoring would be 354 
conducted by agency program staff or their contractors. For water quality monitoring, 355 
samples will be analyzed at contracted analytical laboratories. To prevent bias associated 356 
with date of sample collection, all samples should be collected on approximately the same 357 
date (i.e., +/- 30 days of each other) each year. 358 
 359 

3.3.1.  Groundwater Level and Storage Monitoring Network 360 

 361 

3.3.1.1. Description of Monitoring Network 362 

 363 
This section describes the process used to select wells as potential Representative 364 
Monitoring Points (RMPs) for monitoring the groundwater level sustainability indicator. 365 
These wells are mapped in Figure 1 and listed in Table 2.  366 
 367 
The objective of the groundwater level monitoring network design is to capture sufficient 368 
spatial and temporal detail of groundwater level conditions to assess groundwater level 369 
changes over time, groundwater flow directions, and hydraulic gradients between aquifers 370 
and surface water features. The monitoring network is critical for the GSA to show 371 
compliance with SGMA and quantitively show the absence or improvement of undesirable 372 
results. The design of the monitoring network must enable adequate spatial coverage 373 
(distribution, density) to describe groundwater level conditions at a local and Basin-wide 374 
scale for all beneficial uses. Revisions to the monitoring network and schedule will be 375 
considered after review of the initial five years of monitoring data and as part of any future 376 
GSP updates.  377 
 378 
Monitoring Network Development 379 
 380 
Considerations for making the RMP selections include, in order of priority: spatial 381 
coverage, date of last water level observation, and inclusion in existing monitoring 382 
programs (such as DWR's CASGEM or the continuous transducer measurement 383 
network). All of the wells selected to be potential RMPs are monitored for water level, and 384 
all but three wells (Z36, N17, K9) possess water level data collected in the past 3 years. 385 
Wells with recent data were prioritized because the presence of current data reduces the 386 
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likelihood that a well has been destroyed or made inaccessible; the three wells with older 387 
measurements were identified as Priority 2 wells due to their potential to provide 388 
additional spatial coverage. 389 
 390 
Five of the wells in the potential RMP network are already enrolled in programs such as 391 
CASGEM; the inclusion of these wells in the finalized RMP network is all but assured 392 
barring an unlikely well failure. The remaining wells are privately owned and data 393 
gathered to date from these wells have been provided voluntarily.  394 
 395 
Spatial coverage criteria 396 
DWR’s guidance on monitoring networks (DWR 2016) recommends a range of well 397 
densities to adequately monitor groundwater resources, with a minimum of 0.2 wells and 398 
a maximum of 10 wells per 100 sq mi (259 sq km). Because the Basin covers 399 
approximately 100 sq mi (259 sq km), these recommendations would translate directly 400 
into a range from 1 to 10 RMP wells, evenly spaced in the Basin. At a minimum, one well 401 
monitoring each of the 6 defined hydrogeologic zones (see Figure 27 in Ch. 2, Section 402 
2.2.3.1 of this GSP for the mapped zones) would be desired, so the low end of this range 403 
is not suitable for Scott Valley. Additionally, in a previous monitoring program in the Scott 404 
Valley, operated by the Groundwater Advisory Council, the desired density was 1-mile 405 
(1.6-km) spacing between wells. To provide some continuity with previous monitoring 406 
efforts, and to provide some redundancy in the event of inaccessible wells, a network of 407 
potential RMPs was selected using a coverage radius of 1.25 mi (2.0 km). 408 
 409 
 410 
Measurement schedule 411 
The water elevation in RMP wells will be measured, at a minimum, twice per year to 412 
capture the fall low and spring high water levels. Wells in the Community Groundwater 413 
Monitoring Program network have been measured monthly. In some wells, transducers 414 
may provide daily or higher resolution water elevation measurements.  415 
 416 
 417 
 418 
  419 
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Table 2: Wells designated for potential inclusion in the groundwater level and storage monitoring 420 
network as Representative Monitoring Points (RMPs).  421 

Well ID1 Well Depth (ft bgs) Latitude Longitude Priority 
42N09W27N002M 60 41.4555 122.87500 1 
43N09W23F001M 60 41.5644 122.85400 1 
43N09W02P002M 80 41.6033 122.85300 1 

44N09W25R001M 140 41.6288 122.83000 1 
44N09W29J001M  60 41.6335 122.90000 1 
44N09W29J001M  80 41.55156 122.91861 1 
E3 60 41.38404 122.83016 1 
H6 – 41.52079 122.86176 1 
K9 60 41.50116 122.83618 1 
L31 – 41.48035 122.87324 1 
L32 203 41.53508 122.92515 1 
M10 43 41.41704 122.84147 1 
M12 – 41.44735 122.85549 1 
M2 140 41.56655 122.80190 1 
N17 179 41.40239 122.86919 1 
P43 75 41.4087 122.81640 1 
Q32 57 41.54132 122.83663 1 
R24 100 41.47181 122.84508 1 
SCT_173  70 41.58061 122.84017 1 
SCT_186 48 41.52045 122.90276 1 
QV_01 40 41.60156 122.97439 1 
SCT_183 100 41.51815 122.85098 2 
D31 81 41.49809 122.87911 2 
G31 236 41.48168 122.82268 2 
L18 170 41.50055 122.82983 2 
Z36 197 41.44233 122.90688 2 
SCT_202 184 41.57059 122.87943 2 
QV_02 140 41.59028 122.98056 2 
QV_03  82 41.61514 122.97947 2 

1 There are 21 Priority 1 wells and eight Priority 2 wells listed to achieve the coverage on the map 422 
below. Well depth is taken from Well Completion Reports (WCRs); each well was matched to a 423 
WCR, but some WCRs do not contain depth or screened interval information, and there is some 424 
uncertainty regarding the accuracy of the match.  425 

 426 
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 427 
Figure 1: Potential RMPs for the groundwater level and storage monitoring network. 428 

 429 
 430 
 431 

PUBLIC COMMENT DRAFT

Proposed Scott RMPs

Well Priority
1
2

Coverage
Priority 1
Priority 2

Figure 1: Potential RMPs for the groundwater levels and storage monitoring network.
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3.3.1.2. Assessment and Improvement of Monitoring Network 432 

 433 
As discussed above, the spatial density and distribution of the wells in the monitoring 434 
network are sufficient and satisfy DWR’s guidance on well density (DWR 2016). The 435 
current monitoring schedules of monthly measurements in the Community Groundwater 436 
Monitoring Wells are sufficient to evaluate seasonal trends, though continuous monitoring 437 
probes may be installed in some locations to better monitor the effects of PMAs or 438 
implementation of timely management actions. Evaluations of the network will occur on a 439 
five-year basis. Additional wells may be added throughout GSP implementation in 440 
response to changes in land use, project implementation, or with new water level 441 
concerns.  442 
 443 
Monitoring protocols for data collection are provided in Appendix 3-B.  444 
 445 

3.3.2. Groundwater Storage Monitoring Network 446 

 447 
This GSP will adopt groundwater levels as a proxy for groundwater storage. The 448 
groundwater level network described in Section 3.3.1. will also serve as the groundwater 449 
storage network. The network currently provides reasonable coverage of the major water-450 
bearing formations in the Basin and will provide reasonable estimates of groundwater 451 
storage. The network also includes municipal, agricultural, and municipal wells of shallow 452 
to deep depths. Expansion of the network to close data gaps will benefit the 453 
characterization of both the groundwater level and storage sustainability indicators. 454 
 455 
Historic groundwater storage changes are computed with the Scott Valley Integrated 456 
Hydrology Model (SVIHM, see Chapters 2.2.3.1 and 3.3.5). Throughout the 457 
implementation period of this Plan, updates of SVIHM provide updated time series of 458 
groundwater storage changes at least every five years. 459 
 460 
To obtain groundwater storage changes for the most recent, non-simulated period 461 
(currently 2018 – 2021), the latest version of SVIHM, currently, for example, simulating 462 
the period 1991-2018, is used to establish a linear regression equation of year-specific 463 
spring-to-spring Basin groundwater storage change, ΔSTORAGE, as a function of the 464 
year-specific average SVIHM-simulated groundwater level change, ΔWL, at the RMP 465 
locations of the groundwater level network: 466 
 467 
ΔSTORAGE = intersect + slope · ΔWL 468 
 469 
where “intersect” and “slope” are parameters of the linear regression equation, obtained 470 
from statistical analysis of ΔSTORAGE and ΔWL during the simulation period.  The 471 
regression analysis is performed using the specific, actual monitoring locations available 472 
each year for spring-to-spring water level change observations. The “intersect” and 473 
“slope” parameters in the above equation can be updated when new, updated, or re-474 
calibrated versions of SVIHM become available, or when individual RPMs in the water 475 
level monitoring network are added or removed.  476 
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 477 
The above equation is then used to annually compute groundwater storage change 478 
using the actually measured average change in groundwater levels within the Basin’s 479 
groundwater level monitoring network.  The resulting estimate of annual groundwater 480 
storage change (in units of thousand-acre-feet, positive or negative) is then summed 481 
with previous year’s estimates and combined with the simulated groundwater storage 482 
change timeline for the historic period (see Chapter 2.2.3). 483 
 484 
This regression-based method allows for computation of groundwater storage change 485 
from measured groundwater level monitoring for the years between the end of the 486 
SVIHM simulation period (to be updated at least every five years, currently 2018) and 487 
the current reporting year (currently 2021). As SVIHM is updated in the future, 488 
regression-based estimates of groundwater storage change for a given year (e.g., for 489 
2021) may be replaced with the simulated SVIHM groundwater storage changes for the 490 
same year. 491 
 492 
In summary, the combination of simulated groundwater storage change in SVIHM and 493 
regression-estimated groundwater storage changes for the post-simulation period 494 
provides a time series of cumulative groundwater storage change for the entire period 495 
from 1991 to present time (where “present time” is the most recent year in the GSP 496 
implementation). 497 
 498 
 499 

3.3.3. Groundwater Quality Monitoring Network  500 

 501 

3.3.3.1. Description of Monitoring Network  502 

 503 
The objective of the groundwater quality monitoring network design is to capture sufficient 504 
spatial and temporal detail to define groundwater quality conditions with respect to the 505 
established maximum thresholds and undesirable results, and to identify trends in 506 
groundwater quality over time. The network data will provide an ongoing water quality 507 
record for future assessments of groundwater quality. An assessment of groundwater 508 
quality conditions in the Basin and a determination of the relevant constituents of concern 509 
(COCs) are provided in Section 2.2.3.  510 
 511 
The initial groundwater quality monitoring network is limited to wells that are part of 512 
existing, ongoing monitoring programs in the Basin that monitor for the two COCs for 513 
which SMC are set: nitrate and specific conductivity. The initial RMP  well network is 514 
limited to these wells, all public water system wells1, as shown in Table 3. The public 515 
water systems in the Basin include two community water system (CWS) wells in Fort 516 
Jones, and one transient non-community system (TNCWS) well for Kidder Creek Orchard 517 

 
1 Public water system is defined as a system that supplies water to 15 or more connections or to at least 25 people for 60 or 
more days per year. This includes community, non-community non-transient and transient water systems as defined in the Safe 
Drinking Water Act.  
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Camp. All monitoring schedules for these wells were obtained from the Safe Drinking 518 
Water Information System Federal Reporting Services System (SDWIS)2. Data from 519 
these existing programs are not representative of groundwater quality associated with 520 
agricultural irrigation, stock watering, domestic wells, or groundwater discharge to 521 
streams. The wells in the monitoring network are almost exclusively located within and 522 
near the semi-urban areas of the Basin as shown in Figure 2. As the initial monitoring 523 
network (Table 3) has limited spatial and temporal coverage, the network will be 524 
augmented with at least five additional wells that will be appropriately located to improve 525 
spatial coverage of the Basin. Areas of the Basin with no representative wells exemplify 526 
large spatial data gaps; existing wells in these areas can be added to the monitoring well 527 
network once they are evaluated using the selection criteria. Well information used to 528 
determine if a potential candidate well should be added to the monitoring network can be 529 
collected through activities such as well logging, camera inspection, or collection of grab 530 
samples. The design of the expanded monitoring network must enable adequate spatial 531 
coverage (distribution, density) that allows characterization of groundwater quality 532 
conditions at a local and Basin-wide scale for all beneficial uses, which the current 533 
monitoring network does not. In addition to the wells listed in Table 3, additional wells 534 
may be added throughout GSP implementation to meet the objectives of the monitoring 535 
network in response to changes in land use, project implementation, or with new water 536 
quality concerns.  537 
 538 
 539 
Table 3: Existing and planned elements of the groundwater quality monitoring network. 540 

Name of 
Network Number of Wells Agency Constituent Frequency 

Municipal 2 City of Fort 
Jones 

Nitrate Annually 

Specific 
Conductivity 

 
Periodically1 

 1 Kidder Creek 
Orchard Camp Nitrate Annually 

Expanded 
GSA 

Monitoring 
Network 

A minimum of 5 
wells; sites to be 

determined 
GSA 

Nitrate and 
specific 

conductivity 

Frequency to 
be 

determined. 

[1] Per the monitoring schedules available on EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Information System 541 
(SDWIS), specific conductivity is on a monitoring schedule of 108 months for each of the two 542 
active wells in Fort Jones.   543 
 544 
 545 

 
2 https://ofmpub.epa.gov/apex/sfdw/f?p=108:200:  
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 546 
Figure 2: Locations of existing groundwater quality networks in Scott River Valley with monitoring 547 
for COCs.  548 

The planned additional wells are intended to gather groundwater quality data 549 
representative of different land uses and activities, and to improve upon the existing 550 
spatial coverage in the Basin. This includes wells that are located in areas with potential 551 
water quality concerns. Specifically, monitoring wells will be added to locally identified 552 
sites that may be vulnerable to water quality impacts, including locations used for the 553 
loading and unloading of cattle. Funding has been made available through NCRWQCB 554 
for sample analysis and results of this sampling will be used to help inform the monitoring 555 
network expansion.  Any wells added to the monitoring network will be evaluated using 556 
the criteria listed above to ensure well suitability.  557 
 558 
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3.3.3.2. Assessment and Improvement of Monitoring Network  559 

 560 
As the existing monitoring network has limited spatial coverage and is not representative 561 
of all land uses in the Basin, an expansion of the network is required to adequately 562 
characterize and monitor groundwater quality in the Basin. Additionally, increasing 563 
temporal resolution to quarterly is necessary to enable evaluation of seasonal trends in 564 
groundwater quality. An assessment and expansion of the monitoring network is planned 565 
within the first five years of GSP implementation. Further evaluations of the monitoring 566 
network will be conducted, at minimum, on a five-year basis, particularly with regard to 567 
the sufficiency of the monitoring network in meeting the monitoring objectives.  568 
 569 
Data gaps have been identified, particularly in spatial coverage of the Basin with 570 
monitoring data that is representative of different land uses and beneficial uses in the 571 
Basin. Temporal data gaps have been identified as intra-annual data are required to 572 
evaluate seasonal trends. These data gaps will be addressed in the planned expansion 573 
of the network, and these data deficiencies will be resolved through the addition of 574 
suitable existing wells and construction of new wells, as necessary. The location and 575 
number of these wells will be informed by the evaluation completed as part of the 576 
monitoring network design. In the North Coast Hydrologic Region, for example, dairy 577 
operators are required to monitor and report groundwater data to NCRWQCB, making 578 
these wells possible candidates for network expansion. Annual groundwater monitoring 579 
of nitrate was first required in 2012 as part of the Waste Discharge Requirements for 580 
Dairies (Order No. R1-2012-0002). Order No. R1-2019-0001 extends the dairy monitoring 581 
program, but changes sampling frequency to every three years after the year 2022. The 582 
2020 NCRWQCB report North Coast Hydrologic Region Salt and Nutrient Planning 583 
Groundwater Basin Evaluation and Prioritization emphasizes the need for expanded 584 
groundwater monitoring through monitoring and reporting programs (MRPs) in Waste 585 
Discharge Requirements (WDRs) and Waivers. Additionally, Regional Water Board staff 586 
are assessing a Basin Plan amendment for a Groundwater Protection Strategy with new 587 
regulatory options or strategies (NCRWQCB 2020). Additional candidate wells include 588 
domestic wells, wells included in the monitoring network for groundwater levels, and 589 
Quartz Valley Indian Reservation (QVIR) monitoring wells.  590 
 591 
Monitoring protocols for data collection are provided in Appendix 3-B.  592 
 593 

3.3.4. Subsidence Monitoring Network  594 

 595 

3.3.4.1.  Description of Monitoring Network  596 

 597 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) is a satellite-based remote sensing 598 
technique that measures vertical ground surface displacement changes at high degrees 599 
of measurement resolution and spatial detail. DWR provides vertical displacement 600 
estimates derived from InSAR data collected by the European Space Agency Sentinal-601 
1A satellite and processed under contract with TRE ALTAMIRA Inc. Point data are 602 
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average vertical displacements of a 328-by-328 ft (100-by-100-m) area and Geographic 603 
Information System (GIS) rasters are interpolated from the point data. As shown in Figure 604 
24 in Chapter 2, spatial distribution of the point data covers most of the Basin and the 605 
entire Basin area is covered through interpolation of rasters. The data provide good 606 
temporal coverage and are available on multiple timescales. The annual rasters begin 607 
and end on each month of the covered year and the cumulative rasters are available for 608 
the full time period (2015-2019).  Monthly timeseries are available for each point data 609 
location.  610 
 611 
 612 
Representative Monitoring 613 
 614 
The DWR (TRE ALTAMIRA) InSAR data will be used to monitor subsidence in the Basin. 615 
There are no explicitly identified representative subsidence sites because the satellite 616 
data consists of thousands of points. Figure 24 in Chapter 2 shows the coverage of the 617 
subsidence monitoring network, which will monitor potential surface deformation trends 618 
related to subsidence. Data from the subsidence monitoring network will be reviewed 619 
annually. The subsidence monitoring network allows sufficient monitoring both spatially 620 
and temporally to adequately assess that the measurable objective is being met.  621 
 622 

3.3.4.2. Assessment and Improvement of the Monitoring Network  623 

 624 
As subsidence is currently not a significant concern for the Basin, and is not likely to be 625 
in the future, the InSAR-based subsidence monitoring network allows sufficient 626 
monitoring both spatially and temporally to adequately assess that the measurable 627 
objective (currently in attainment) is being maintained. In addition, the data provided by 628 
DWR (TRE Altamira) are spatially and temporally adequate for understanding short-term, 629 
seasonal, and long-term trends in land subsidence, and are consistent with the data and 630 
reporting standards outlined in Reg. § 352.4. However, data gaps do exist in the 631 
subsidence network, including the lack of data prior to 2015 and no Continuous Global 632 
Positioning System (CGPS) stations to ground truth the satellite data. The DWR/TRE 633 
ALTAMIRA InSAR dataset is the only subsidence dataset currently available for the Basin 634 
and only has data extending back to 2015. Historical subsidence data measured prior to 635 
2015 is currently unavailable. Compared to satellite data, CGPS stations offer greater 636 
accuracy and higher frequency and provide a ground-truth check on satellite data. 637 
However, there are no CGPS or useful borehole extensometer stations located within or 638 
near the Basin boundary. Due to little current evidence of subsidence since 2015 (see 639 
Section 2.2.2.4), no future CGPS or borehole extensometer stations are proposed for the 640 
Basin at this time. If subsidence becomes a concern in the future, then installation of 641 
CGPS stations and/or borehole extensometers can be proposed. The subsidence 642 
monitoring network will be used to determine if and where future CGPS stations would be 643 
installed or ground-based elevation surveys performed. In addition, if subsidence 644 
anomalies are detected in the subsidence monitoring network, ground truthing, elevation 645 
surveying, and GPS studies may be conducted. 646 
 647 
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Monitoring protocols for data collection are provided in Appendix 3-B.  648 
 649 

3.3.5. Depletions of Interconnected Surface Water Monitoring Network  650 

 651 

3.3.5.1. Description of Monitoring Network  652 

 653 
The GSP Regulations provide that the monitoring network for Depletions of 654 
Interconnected Surface Water should include “[m]onitor[ing] surface water and 655 
groundwater where interconnected surface water conditions exist, to characterize spatial 656 
and temporal exchanges between surface water and groundwater and to calibrate and 657 
apply the tools and methods necessary to calculate depletions of surface water caused 658 
by groundwater extractions.  (23 CCR 354.34(c)(6).) 659 
 660 
Groundwater Levels as Proxy for Stream Depletion Monitoring – not suitable 661 
 662 
Water levels are not a suitable proxy for surface water depletion in the Scott Valley, 663 
although they have been proposed in other groundwater basins (e.g., SCMCGA 2019). 664 
This is because in the Scott Valley system (1) groundwater levels are affected by many 665 
factors including, but not limited to groundwater use, and (2) the typical variability induced 666 
by seasonal climate, recharge, and pumping changes is greater than the change in head 667 
that would correspond to a significant change in outflow to the stream system. In other 668 
words, the head data currently available are too noisy to be useful for assessing stream 669 
depletion due to groundwater pumping or stream depletion reversal due to specific 670 
projects and management actions (PMAs). 671 
 672 

 673 
Figure 3: Conceptual cross-section across the valley floor near the Scott River (left), showing the land 674 
surface (brown, with crop cover) and two hypothetical water tables: at a gradient of about 0.5%, 675 
corresponding to a baseflow of about 70 cfs, and at a gradient of about 0.25%, corresponding to a baseflow 676 
of about 35 cfs. Gradients are approximate. The inserted table shows the resulting difference in water table 677 
depth between these two hypothetical water table locations, at different distances from the Scott River. The 678 
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conceptual cross-section does not account for water table influences from nearby pumping, irrigation return 679 
flows, or tributaries. 680 

 681 
Specifically, the average decrease in summer streamflow before and after the 1970s 682 
(69.9 and 35.0 cfs, respectively (1.98 and 0.99 cms, respectively)), is approximately 35 683 
cfs (0.85 cms) in baseflow. This difference in baseflow is caused by a Basin average 684 
decline in water table gradient toward the Scott River (section 2.2.3.3) of approximately 685 
3/10ths of one percent (see Figure 3). At 100 ft (30.5 m) from Scott River, this is a 3 in 686 
(7.6 cm) difference in water level if the water table next to the Scott River remains the 687 
same. This is much smaller than the typical transient variations induced by pumping wells 688 
and seasonal climate variability in water levels measured in monitoring wells near the 689 
river (see Chapter 2). Additionally, water levels near the stream – and more so away from 690 
the stream - are influenced by factors other than groundwater pumping outside3 of the 691 
Adjudicated Zone, including proximity to tributaries and their recharge history, proximity 692 
to wells and their pumping history, irrigation methods and agricultural return flows in 693 
nearby fields, and aquifer heterogeneity. 694 
 695 
For example, monthly water table depth in 2006 – 2018 in “valley floor” wells varied  696 
across wells and time, from less than 5 feet to over 20 feet (Harter 2019). The median 697 
summer water table elevation in dry years is only about 2 feet lower than the median 698 
elevation in average or wet years. Between dry years with similarly low stream flows (less 699 
than 10 cfs at the USGS Fort Jones gauge, e.g., 2009, 2013, 2014), differences in median 700 
water level of “valley floor” observation wells were on the order of 1 to 2 feet (Harter 701 
2019).As a result of the magnitude of these fluctuations, partly due to the interference 702 
from hydrologic inputs/stresses other than PMAs, water level monitoring is not a suitable 703 
tool to measure whether groundwater users’ PMAs have effectively decreased stream 704 
depletion.  705 
 706 
However, the GSP recognizes that groundwater levels are fundamentally linked with 707 
groundwater-stream flux rates, and these measurements can be useful when judiciously 708 
used in combination with the SVIHM.  In addition, use of observing long-term trends in 709 
the hydraulic gradient between the aquifer and stream has been suggested as a tool to 710 
comply with SGMA requirements for depletion of interconnected surface water (Hall et 711 
al., 2018). While groundwater levels as a proxy for stream depletion monitoring are by 712 
themselves not suitable for the Basin, these measurements will be collected and used to 713 
assess long-term trends in water level gradients and to avoid long-term, Basin scale water 714 
level declines (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.4.1). These data, among many others, are also 715 
used to calibrate and improve SVIHM. SVIHM in turn accounts for and processes a much 716 
wider range of relevant land use, hydrologic, and geologic data that would not be reflected 717 
in water level data alone. Using more appropriate, comprehensive information, including 718 
measured water level dynamics, SVIHM computes water level changes due to PMAs and 719 
estimates stream depletion reversal occurring specifically due to PMAs in ways that 720 
cannot be achieved with water level measurements alone (see below).   721 

 
3 Within the Adjudicated Zone, groundwater pumpers that extract from “groundwater that is interconnected with the Scott 
River” are subject to reporting extraction rates, required by SRWCB since 1980 (Cummings 1980). 
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 722 
 723 
Streamflow as Proxy for Stream Depletion Monitoring – not suitable 724 
 725 
Direct measurement of streamflow at the Fort Jones gauge is also not a suitable proxy 726 
for surface water depletion in the Scott Valley because it is affected by several factors 727 
other than groundwater use outside the Adjudicated Zone. The Fort Jones gauge 728 
streamflow during the summer baseflow season is a direct measure of the total 729 
groundwater contribution from the Scott River Valley Basin to the stream. That 730 
groundwater contribution to streamflow is a function of groundwater use inside and 731 
outside the Adjudicated Zone, of winter and spring recharge from precipitation and 732 
irrigation on the valley floor, of winter and spring recharge from tributaries on the upper 733 
alluvial fans, of mountain front recharge, and of surface water diversions (Chapter 734 
2.2.3.3.). It is a function of both, their total amounts and the temporal dynamics of these 735 
amounts (pumping, recharge, diversions, etc.). 736 
 737 
Legal Requirements for Quantifying Stream depletion due to Groundwater Pumping  738 
 739 
Per 23 CCR Section 354.28(c), minimum thresholds for depletions of interconnected 740 
surface water shall be a rate or volume of surface water depletion caused by groundwater 741 
use that has adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water. Minimum thresholds 742 
represent the threshold, above/below which undesirable results may occur. The legal 743 
requirements for the minimum threshold allow for the use of a numerical groundwater and 744 
surface water model to quantify (“monitor” or “measure”) the amount of surface water 745 
depletion due to groundwater pumping and to set the minimum threshold using the model.  746 
 747 
Quantifying Stream Depletion due to Groundwater Pumping with SVIHM 748 
 749 
The numerical model described in Chapter 2, the Scott Valley Integrated Hydrogeological 750 
Model (SVIHM), is the best available tool to evaluate surface water depletion SMC 751 
conditions in Scott Valley and to quantify the amount of depletion attributable to 752 
groundwater use outside of the Adjudicated Zone. The current version of SVIHM 753 
simulates Scott Valley conditions for 1991–2018 climate conditions based on the best 754 
available information, including numerous climate, production well, geographic, geologic, 755 
and land use monitoring data from Scott Valley and calibrated against hundreds of 756 
streamflow and water level measurements. A SGMA-compliant software (MODFLOW 757 
2005) is used for SVIHM.  758 
 759 
After GSP adoption in 2022, the process for computing (“measuring”) stream depletion in 760 
a given month, season, or water year with SVIHM is defined through the following specific 761 
modeling process: 762 
  763 

1. “Current” is defined as a recently completed water year at the time new 764 
simulations are implemented. For example, if this modeling exercise is 765 
implemented in 2029, “current” may be the water year 2027 or 2028. 766 

2. There are two operating modes for SVIHM: 767 
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o The calibrated timeline mode. The calibrated SVIHM version is 768 
implemented for a simulation period from 1991 to current, representing 769 
actual climate and stream inflow conditions to the Basin for the period of 770 
1991 to current and representing the actual historical evolution of PMAs and 771 
other land use and land management changes in the Basin. This mode is 772 
used to update and re-calibrate SVIHM using three types of datasets (target 773 
data, conceptual and input data, and PMA data, see Section 3.3.5.2 below). 774 

o The scenario mode. The scenario mode can be thought of as a future time 775 
period of the same length as 1991 to current (at the writing of this GSP, a 776 
28-year period from 1991 to 2018) over which a specific scenario is 777 
implemented, for “measurement” purposes: For all scenario simulations 778 
described below (PMA Model, BAU Model, No Pumping Reference Model), 779 
the monthly (or daily) time series of climate conditions (precipitation, 780 
evapotranspiration (ET), inflow from tributaries, etc.) is that from 1991 to 781 
current. But the scenarios represented (PMA, BAU, No Pumping) are static 782 
over the entire simulation period, where “static” means that the set of PMAs 783 
(PMA portfolio), BAU, or No Pumping conditions does not change its pattern 784 
or land use and land management rule set over time. The PMA portfolio 785 
may be structured dynamically; for example, it may include projects that 786 
only occur in dry years or run only from July to September each year, but 787 
the structure of the PMA portfolio rule set does not change. This 788 
characteristic of the scenario mode allows it to be used to “measure” stream 789 
depletion and the reversal of stream depletion due to specific PMAs or PMA 790 
portfolios over a representative period of time. 791 

3. “Measuring” or “monitoring” the impacts on streamflow from projects and 792 
management actions (PMAs) or under any No Pumping Reference Model is 793 
implemented by using the model in “scenario” mode.  Specifically, the  computation 794 
(“measurement”) is implemented by first simulating two scenarios and then 795 
computing the difference in outcomes (streamflow), e.g., between the BAU 796 
simulation and the PMA or between the BAU simulation and the No Pumping 797 
Reference Model simulation. In other words, the impact of an action (PMA, No 798 
Pumping Reference) is measured by running two SVIHM scenario simulations: one 799 
simulation without the action and one simulation with the action. Each simulation 800 
provides a time series of monthly streamflow information for the 28-year (or longer) 801 
simulation period. For each month in the 28-year simulation period (336 months) 802 
the impact of the action is computed as the difference in streamflow (measured in 803 
cfs) between the two scenario simulations. Because the model runs over at least 804 
28 years (1991-current), the approach allows for computing (“measuring”) the 805 
stream depletion reversal (and remaining stream depletion) under a wide range of 806 
wet, average, and dry year conditions with monthly (or daily) varying, real climate 807 
characteristics as observed over the period 1991 to current. Some important 808 
characteristics of these computations (“measurements”) are summarized here: 809 

o Changes can be computed (“measured”) for any specific date (month) in 810 
the simulation period (1991-current) 811 
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o Changes can be computed (“measured”) at any location within the stream 812 
network in the Basin. The stream network has a resolution of 330 ft (100 813 
m). 814 

o In addition to changes in flow, the two simulations (with and without an 815 
action) can be used to assess temporal changes in the characteristics of 816 
key “functional flow” elements (chapter 2.2.1.6), particularly the acceleration 817 
or delay in spring recess flow timing and the delay or acceleration in the 818 
onset of the fall pulse flow in any given year. 819 

o The two simulations can also be used to assess the changes in the length 820 
of dry stream sections within the stream network resulting from PMAs, e.g., 821 
as a function of water year type. 822 

o SVIHM currently uses monthly “stress periods” (time-varying model inputs 823 
such as precipitation are provided month-by-month, reflecting the average 824 
condition over each month), but computes daily flows (and groundwater 825 
level changes). Flows can be aggregated by month, season, year, or water-826 
year type. Future versions of SVIHM may use daily stress periods. 827 

o Numerous statistics can be obtained from the model with respect to 828 
§ absolute flow differences between two scenarios, 829 
§ relative flow differences (a PMA scenario change relative to a No 830 

Pumping Reference Model change),  831 
§ changes in the timing of flows, 832 
§ and other characteristics. 833 

4. Business as Usual Model (BAU Model) scenario: SVIHM is used to compute 834 
daily streamflow at the same times and locations as the PMA model, explicitly 835 
excluding all PMA implementation over the entire simulation period. This 836 
simulation represents the “Business as Usual Model (BAU)”, a scenario in which 837 
no PMAs are implemented that would make water use more sustainable than 838 
during the baseline period (1991-2018). This version includes representative land 839 
use and land management conditions without PMAs. 840 

5. Project and Management Action (PMA Model) scenario: SVIHM is used to 841 
compute daily streamflow at the Fort Jones gauge (and other locations) under 842 
assumed (future) conditions with a static implementation of a specific PMA of 843 
interest, a PMA portfolio of interest (see chapter 4), or the specific PMA portfolio 844 
representing current (post-2021) conditions. The latter is the “Current PMA 845 
Portfolio Model”. The PMA models are simulated as if the set of PMAs, as is, 846 
were to continue throughout the simulation period. The PMA Model allows for 847 
evaluation of desired or current PMA effects over a variety of climate conditions. 848 
The Current PMA Portfolio Model is the model used for compliance purposes and 849 
to “measure” the stream depletion reversal (and remaining stream depletion) under 850 
the current portfolio of PMAs. 851 

6. No Pumping Reference (NP Model) scenario: For the NP Model, SVIHM is used 852 
to compute daily streamflow at the same times and locations as the PMA Model, 853 
but for conditions of no pumping outside the Adjudicated Zone and no 854 
implementation of PMAs. Various no pumping scenarios have been and can be 855 
constructed (see Appendix 4-A) 856 
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7. The total surface water depletion due to groundwater use outside of the 857 
Adjudicated Zone (“Total Depletion”) is calculated by taking the difference in 858 
simulated streamflow at the Fort Jones gauge between the BAU Model and the NP 859 
Reference Model. The total depletion is a time-series with daily values over the 860 
simulation period. It is measured in the same units as average daily streamflow 861 
(cubic-feet per second, cfs), but can be summed as a cumulative volume over a 862 
month, season, or water-year (thousand acre-feet, TAF), and it can be averaged 863 
over the entire simulation period, by water-year type, and for specific seasons.  864 

8. The surface water depletion that was avoided by the implementation of PMAs 865 
(“PMA Depletion Reversal”) is calculated by taking the difference in simulated 866 
streamflow at the Fort Jones gauge between the PMA Model and the Business as 867 
Usual Model, and comparing that difference to Total Depletion: 868 

 869 
Total Depletion [cfs] = NP – BAU 870 

 871 
PMA Depletion Reversal [cfs] = PMA - BAU 872 

 873 
Relative PMA Depletion Reversal [%] = 100 · PMA Depletion Reversal / Total Depletion 874 

 875 
 876 

A visual schematic of this framework is included as Figure 4. 877 
 878 
With this framework, the GSA can estimate streamflow changes (including numerous 879 
statistics of those changes for any period of interest) caused by the implementation of 880 
PMAs over the range of observed, actual climate conditions. It can assess the changes 881 
relative to a scenario in which no management actions were taken and calculate the 882 
fraction of total depletion due to pumping outside the Adjudicated Zone that was reversed 883 
by PMAs. All of this can be calculated under the specific weather conditions experienced. 884 
The amount [cfs] and fraction [%] of total depletion reversed for the Current PMA Portfolio 885 
Model will be reported in annual GSA reports. 886 
 887 
This is designed to be an adaptive management process that evolves as new knowledge 888 
is gained. The monitoring network assessment section below (Section 3.3.5.2) describes 889 
in more detail the relationship between the numerous data collection efforts and the 890 
updating process of SVIHM as a measurement tool of stream depletion due to 891 
groundwater pumping outside of the Adjudicated Zone. 892 
 893 
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 894 
Figure 4. Visual schematic of simulations used to calculate Relative Depletion Reversal in future 895 
sustainable groundwater management reports. 896 

 897 
Additional Monitoring Related to Interconnected Surface Water 898 
 899 
To monitor for sustainable rates of surface flow depletion, the GSA will also rely on 900 
existing monitoring programs. The GSA plans to collaborate with other entities to add 901 
verified data and additional monitoring locations to fill data gaps.  902 
 903 
Surface water monitoring 904 
The GSA will continue to rely on the longstanding flow record of the Scott River monitored 905 
at the Fort Jones Gauge (USGS; Station ID 11519500). 906 
 907 
The flows in tributary streams to the Scott River constitute a data gap. Currently, records 908 
of flowrates in tributary streams are limited, and for the SVIHM simulations, the temporal 909 
gaps in tributary records are filled using statistical correlations between each tributary’s 910 
record and the record at the USGS Fort Jones gauge (chapter 2). Additional monitoring 911 
on tributaries would provide more information on specific water year type conditions and 912 
inflows to interconnected stream reaches. Such tributary data would generate critical 913 
target data (see Section 3.3.3.2) to improve the reliability of SVIHM.  914 
 915 
Biological monitoring 916 
Existing biological monitoring that will be used to assess the condition of aquatic and 917 
other groundwater-dependent ecosystems includes the CDFW camera trap program and 918 
biological surveys conducted by the Siskiyou County RCD (RCD). 919 
 920 
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Since 2008, CDFW has operated a camera trap on the Scott River, near the bottom of 921 
the Scott Valley stream system. It is located downstream of the Fort Jones gauge at river 922 
mile 18.2 (041º 38’ 10.93” N; 123º 04’ 3.08”W). The camera trap records the passage of 923 
migrating salmonids (CDFW 2020).  924 
 925 
Since 2001, the RCD has collected data on the location and abundance of salmon redds 926 
(gravel nests where eggs are laid) in the late fall and early winter. These surveys include 927 
recording of redd locations, occurrence of adult spawning salmon (both live and as 928 
carcasses), and stream connectivity and flow conditions. 929 
 930 
Additional biological monitoring data may be used as it becomes available through other 931 
organizations and agencies. For GSP and groundwater sustainability monitoring 932 
purposes, no data gaps in biological monitoring have been identified at this time. 933 
 934 

3.3.5.2. Assessment and Improvement of Monitoring Network  935 

 936 
Assessing and Improving SVIHM 937 
 938 
The SVIHM, as a “monitoring” instrument of surface water depletion due to groundwater 939 
pumping, will be assessed and updated every 5 to 10 years, utilizing the data and 940 
knowledge used for the original/previous model development update plus any additional 941 
monitoring data collected since the last model update. New data that will be considered 942 
in the assessment and update of SVIHM fall into three general categories: 943 

• Validation and re-calibration data (“target” data). These are independently 944 
collected field data, typically collected on a daily, monthly, or seasonal basis, that 945 
are also simulation outcomes by SVIHM: groundwater level monitoring data and 946 
streamflow measurements within Scott Valley and at the Fort Jones gauge. They 947 
are commonly used as calibration targets during model (re-)calibration. In other 948 
words, real monitoring data are used to compare model simulation results to reality 949 
and to adjust the model (within the limits of the conceptual model) to closely 950 
simulate measured and monitored real hydrologic outcomes (groundwater levels, 951 
streamflow). 952 

• Conceptual model data – hydrologic and hydrogeologic conditions (concept and 953 
“input” data). These are data that the model uses as input and data that are used 954 
to parametrize or conceptually design the model. These types of data include, but 955 
are not limited to precipitation data, tributary inflow data to the basin, hydrogeologic 956 
data obtained from well logs and pump tests, and research insights obtained from 957 
projects to further understand any hydrologic sub-systems within Scott Valley (e.g., 958 
groundwater-surface water interaction measured with distributed temperature 959 
sensing tools or a local network of piezometers, see Groundwater Study Plan 960 
2008). 961 

• Data about projects and management action implementation (“PMA” data). These 962 
are (monitoring) data collected specifically to characterize the implementation of 963 
PMAs to inform the GSA, stakeholders, and the design of future model scenario 964 
updates. The specific datasets collected are a function of the PMA and are 965 
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described in Chapter 4. Examples include monthly volume and location of water 966 
recharged (MAR PMA), acreage, location, and irrigation efficiency of improved 967 
irrigation systems (irrigation efficiency PMA), acreage, crop/land use, and 968 
pumping/diversion restriction conditions associated with conservation easements 969 
(voluntary land repurposing PMA). 970 

 971 
The data collected will be used to update the calibrated timeline mode of SVIHM in three 972 
ways: 973 

1. Conceptual Data to update SVIHM simulation period: Precipitation and streamflow 974 
data measured at weather stations and the USGS Fort Jones gauge (from which 975 
tributary inflows are estimated using an existing statistical regression model) will 976 
be used to extend the simulation time horizon of SVIHM without any parameter, 977 
boundary condition, or scenario adjustments to the original time horizon of the 978 
model. This is a relatively inexpensive SVIHM application that allows for updated 979 
comparison of SVIHM water level and streamflow predictions against measured 980 
data under baseline and (existing) scenario conditions through the most current 981 
time period for which data are available. This type of SVIHM application is 982 
anticipated to occur at least once in every five-year reporting period, or possibly 983 
annually. 984 

2. PMA Data to update SVIHM simulation period: In addition to (1), data about PMA 985 
implementation will be used to update the model to include new, actual PMA 986 
implementation on the correct timeline within SVIHM. This provides a model 987 
update that appropriately represents recent changes in PMA implementation. This 988 
allows for a more consistent evaluation of simulated versus measured water level 989 
and streamflow data. This type of SVIHM application is anticipated to occur at least 990 
once in every five-year reporting period. 991 

3. Conceptual, PMA, and Target Data to update SVIHM and re-calibrate: In addition 992 
to (1) and (2), conceptual model data are used to update model parameters and 993 
model boundary conditions unrelated to PMAs to improve the conceptual model 994 
underlying SVIHM based on new insights and data. This will typically (but not 995 
automatically) require a re-calibration of the model against measured validation 996 
and re-calibration target data. After the re-calibration, all scenarios of interest and 997 
the timeline of stream depletion reversal associated with each scenario of interest 998 
and any new scenario of interest will be updated using the re-calibrated model to 999 
allow for consistent comparison of stream depletion and depletion reversal that 1000 
has resulted or will result from PMAs. This type of SVIHM application is anticipated 1001 
to occur at least every ten years. 1002 

 1003 
For example, the version of SVIHM used in Chapter 2 was calibrated for the period 1991-1004 
2011 (step 3 above), then extended using step 1 above to cover the period 1991-2018. 1005 
 1006 
The above protocol ensures tight integration between monitoring programs, projects and 1007 
management action implementation, and SVIHM as a monitoring tool for surface water 1008 
depletion due to groundwater use. It provides the most accurate estimation not only of 1009 
stream depletion, but also numerous associated information about water level dynamics, 1010 
streamflow dynamics and their spatial, seasonal, interannual, and water-year-type-1011 
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dependent behavior. Examples of future field monitoring data used to assess and improve 1012 
SVIHM are listed below:  1013 
 1014 

• Validation and re-calibration data (“target” data): 1015 
o Water level in the water level monitoring network. 1016 
o Daily streamflow measured at the Fort Jones gauge of the Scott River. 1017 
o Data documenting dates and locations of dry sections in the stream 1018 

network. 1019 
o Last date on which certain low flow triggers are exceeded in the spring 1020 

recession (e.g., date at which flow at the Fort Jones gauge falls below 40 1021 
cfs (1.1 cms)). 1022 

o First date on which certain low flow triggers are reached as flow increases 1023 
in the fall (e.g., date at which flow at the Fort Jones gauge exceeds 40 cfs 1024 
(1.1 cms)). 1025 

• Hydrologic and hydrogeologic conditions (concept and “input” data): 1026 
o Precipitation data from existing climate stations. 1027 
o Potential ET data computed form existing climate stations. 1028 
o Daily streamflow measured at locations near tributary stream inflow to Scott 1029 

Valley (e.g., French Creek gauge at Hwy. 3). 1030 
o Pump test data that contain information about hydrogeologic properties in 1031 

the vicinity of a well. 1032 
o Geologic information obtained from new well drilling logs. 1033 
o Data collected in conjunction with research and pilot projects characterizing 1034 

hydrologic and hydrogeologic conditions in Scott Valley. 1035 
• Data about projects and management actions (“PMA” data); see Chapter 4: 1036 

o Date when certain PMA phases begin. 1037 
o Location of PMA implementation: 1038 

§ The location of all fields participating in MAR activities during a given 1039 
water year. 1040 

§ The location of conservation easements with altered diversion or 1041 
pumping patterns during a given water year. 1042 

§ The location of improved irrigation systems with higher irrigation 1043 
efficiencies. 1044 

o Timing and volumes of water associated with PMA implementation: 1045 
§ The total volume of water recharged in MAR activities during a given 1046 

month of a given water year. 1047 
§ The amount of streamflow diversion dedicated to instream flow in a 1048 

given month of a given water year. 1049 
§ The amount of pumping curtailment implemented in a given month 1050 

of a given water year. 1051 
§ The reduction in ET over the total growing season in a conservation 1052 

easement. 1053 
§ First installation date of improved irrigation systems with higher 1054 

irrigation efficiencies and estimated improvements in irrigation 1055 
efficiency. 1056 

 1057 
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Assessing and Improving Related Monitoring Networks 1058 
 1059 
As discussed above, the major data gap identified is flows in tributary streams. Data gaps 1060 
in tributary flows will be addressed through prioritization of streams for measurement and 1061 
GSA coordination with other agencies for addition of stream gauges. Repeated 1062 
evaluations of the network will occur on a five-year basis. Additional stream gauges may 1063 
be implemented throughout GSP implementation period. Streams should be prioritized 1064 
according to how much flow each stream contributes to the Basin. According to estimated 1065 
flow volumes in SVIHM, the five highest-priority tributaries for installation of flow gauges 1066 
would be East and South Fork Scott River (possibly immediately below their confluence) 1067 
and Kidder, Etna, and Shackleford Creeks (Table 4).  French Creek is also a priority 1068 
location for installation of a flow gauge due to its value as habitat for coho salmon, a 1069 
priority GDE in the Basin. If possible, these gauges should be located near the Basin 1070 
boundary to capture flow conditions before streams interact with the alluvial aquifer 1071 
underlying the flat valley floor. 1072 
 1073 
Table 4: Major tributary streams to the Scott River and the proportion of total flow inputs to the 1074 
model domain simulated in SVIHM. 1075 

Tributary Name 
Proportion of 
total inflow to 
SVIHM 

East Fork 18% 
Kidder Creek 18% 
Etna Creek 15% 
Shackleford Creek 12% 
South Fork 11% 
French Creek 8% 
Patterson Creek 5% 
Sugar Creek 4% 
Mill Creek 4% 
Moffett Creek 3% 
Johnson Creek 1% 
Crystal Creek 1% 

  1076 
 1077 
 1078 
 1079 
 1080 
 1081 
 1082 
 1083 
 1084 
 1085 
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3.4. Sustainable Management Criteria  1086 

 1087 

3.4.1. Groundwater Levels  1088 

 1089 
SMC for groundwater levels are visualized in Figure 5 , and in example hydrograph form 1090 
in Figure 6. 1091 
 1092 
 1093 

 1094 
Figure 5: Thermometer visualization of SMC definitions for groundwater levels (WL).  1095 

 1096 
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 1097 
Figure 6: Example hydrograph visualization of SMC definitions for groundwater levels. 1098 

 1099 

3.4.1.1. Undesirable Result  1100 

 1101 
Chronic lowering of groundwater levels is considered significant and unreasonable when 1102 
a significant number of private, agricultural, industrial, or municipal production wells can 1103 
no longer pump enough groundwater to supply beneficial uses. SGMA defines 1104 
undesirable results related to groundwater levels as chronic lowering of groundwater 1105 
levels indicating a significant and unreasonable depletion of supply if continued over the 1106 
planning and implementation horizon. The lowering of water levels during a period of 1107 
drought is not the same as (i.e., does not constitute) “chronic” lowering of groundwater 1108 
levels if extractions and groundwater recharge are managed as necessary to ensure that 1109 
reductions in groundwater levels or storage during a period of drought are offset by 1110 
increases in groundwater levels or storage during other periods. 1111 
 1112 
Potential impacts and the extent to which they are considered significant and 1113 
unreasonable were determined by the GSA with input by technical advisors and members 1114 
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of the public. During development of the GSP, potential undesirable results identified 1115 
include: 1116 

§ Excessive number of domestic, public, or agricultural wells going dry. 1117 
§ Excessive reduction in the pumping capacity of existing wells. 1118 
§ Excessive increase in pumping costs due to greater lift. 1119 
§ Excessive need for deeper well installations or lowering of pumps. 1120 
§ Excessive financial burden to local agricultural interests. 1121 
§ Adverse impacts to environmental uses and users, including interconnected 1122 

surface water and groundwater-dependent ecosystems (GDEs) (also see chapter 1123 
3.4.5). 1124 

 1125 
With some caveats, none of the above undesirable results have occurred, either 1126 
historically or since 2015. The primary exception is that interconnected surface water has 1127 
been impacted by groundwater pumping and, hence, by resulting changes in water levels 1128 
(Chapter 2). This undesirable result is addressed explicitly in section 3.4.5.  1129 
 1130 
The dry well undesirable result is also worth expanding on. Available data suggests that 1131 
this undesirable result is not occurring, though data gaps limit the ability to analyze it 1132 
directly.  1133 
 1134 
The data gap is a mismatch in two key data resources:  1135 

1) a database of well perforations and depths, collected from Well Completion 1136 
Reports (WCRs) by UC Davis researchers during development of the SVIHM 1137 
model (194 total wells, 61 with perforation interval data); and 1138 

2) a database of groundwater elevation measurements (in 85 total wells). 1139 

Though these datasets provide two necessary pieces of information, the vast majority of 1140 
WCRs are only geo-located to the level of a PLSS section (with an area of one square 1141 
mile), and the WCRs have not been associated with groundwater elevation records. This 1142 
mismatch makes it impossible to systematically evaluate the risk of groundwater 1143 
elevations falling below the relevant well screens. 1144 
 1145 
Despite this data gap, indirect evidence suggests that this undesirable result is not taking 1146 
place. Recently, only two dry wells have been reported in Scott Valley (DWR 2021). 1147 
Additionally, a comparison between the distribution of depths of wells in Scott Valley (212 1148 
wells with depth data) and the distribution of observed groundwater depths in the past 10 1149 
years indicate that, while water levels falling below well depths certainly may have 1150 
happened in the last 10 years, the aggregate observed groundwater levels are well above 1151 
known well depths (Figure 7). 1152 
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 1153 
Figure 7: The probability, on the x-axis, of well depths (n = 212 wells) and groundwater depths (n 1154 
= 4,414 measurements) exceeding the depth below ground surface listed on the y-axis. Displays 1155 
the overall distribution of known well depths and groundwater depths measured 2010-2021. 1156 

 1157 
Operationally, an undesirable result for water level would occur if the fall low water level 1158 
observation (i.e., the minimum elevation in any given water year) in any of the 1159 
representative monitoring sites in the Basin fall below their respective minimum 1160 
thresholds in two consecutive years. No further federal, state, or local standards exist for 1161 
chronic lowering of groundwater elevations. 1162 
 1163 
Potential Causes of Undesirable Results 1164 
 1165 
Basin groundwater pumping currently does not exceed the sustainable yield of the Basin 1166 
(as discussed in Chapter 2). Future decline in water levels in the Basin may occur due to 1167 
several possible causes, not including overdraft (see Chapter 2.2.3.3): 1168 

§ Change in Basin pumping distribution and/or volumes. 1169 
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§ Reduction in natural recharge as a result of climate change, or other sources that 1170 
reduce recharge or increase groundwater pumping. 1171 

 1172 
Changes in pumping distribution and volume may occur due to significant rural residential, 1173 
agricultural, and urban growth that depend on groundwater as a water supply. Climate 1174 
change is expected to raise average annual temperatures and intensify rainfall periods 1175 
while extending dry periods (CCTAG 2015). Together with resulting vegetation changes 1176 
in surrounding uplands, climate change may significantly increase or decrease recharge 1177 
compared to historical conditions. To the degree that climate change may lead to reduced 1178 
recharge in and runoff from surrounding uplands, stream recharge to the Basin (especially 1179 
on the upper alluvial fans) will be lower and thus reduce the dynamic equilibrium water 1180 
level in the Basin (chapter 2.2.3.3). On the other hand, future increased recharge and 1181 
runoff in the surrounding uplands may have the opposite effects and thus raise water 1182 
levels in the Basin. 1183 
 1184 
The GSA will coordinate with relevant agencies and stakeholders within the Basin and 1185 
the larger watershed to implement management actions and projects to sustainably 1186 
manage groundwater levels in the Basin.  1187 
 1188 
Effects of Undesirable Results on Beneficial Uses and Users 1189 
 1190 
Undesirable results would prevent an unknown number of private, agricultural, industrial, 1191 
or municipal production wells from supplying groundwater to meet their water demands. 1192 
Some wells may even go dry temporarily. Chronic well outages are not expected in Scott 1193 
Valley due to the lack of long-term overdraft and seasonal variation in water levels. 1194 
Temporary well outages may initially affect the shallowest wells, which tend to be located 1195 
in the valley bottom and in some locations, tend to be domestic wells.  1196 
 1197 
The following provides greater detail regarding the potential impact of temporary well 1198 
outages on several major classes of beneficial users: 1199 
 1200 

• Municipal Drinking Water Users – Undesirable results due to declining 1201 
groundwater levels can adversely affect current and projected municipal users, 1202 
causing increased costs for potable water supplies. 1203 

• Rural and/or Agricultural Residential Drinking Water Users – Seasonal low 1204 
groundwater levels can cause shallow domestic and stock wells to go dry, which 1205 
may cause seasonal well outages and restrict water access during periods of 1206 
highest crop or pasture water demand. Additionally, the lowering of the water table 1207 
may lead to decreased groundwater quality drinking water wells.  1208 

• Agricultural Users – Excessive seasonal lowering of groundwater levels could 1209 
necessitate changes in irrigation practices and crops grown and could cause 1210 
adverse effects to property values and the regional economy. 1211 

• Environmental Uses – Deep groundwater levels may result in significant and 1212 
unreasonable reduction of groundwater flow toward streams and groundwater 1213 
dependent ecosystems. This would adversely affect ecosystem functions related 1214 
to baseflow and stream temperature, as well as resident species. 1215 
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 1216 

3.4.1.2. Minimum Thresholds 1217 

 1218 
The minimum threshold (MinT) is set at the historic maximum depth to water 1219 
measurement (i.e., the historic low measured groundwater elevation), plus a buffer to 1220 
allow for operational flexibility against the measurable objective under extreme climate 1221 
conditions and to accommodate practicable triggers. The buffer is either 10% of the 1222 
historic maximum depth to water measurement, or 10 feet, whichever is smaller (Table 1223 
5). The proposed representative monitoring points for groundwater levels and associated 1224 
MinT depths to water are shown in Figure .  1225 
 1226 
Triggers 1227 
 1228 
The primary trigger for management actions will be if the water level falls below the 1229 
historic low in any individual well for more than two consecutive years. A secondary trigger 1230 
for management actions will be if a significant number of well outage reports are received. 1231 
If either of these triggers occurs, the GSA will conduct an investigation and may use 1232 
management actions to proactively avoid the occurrence of (further) undesirable results.  1233 
 1234 
 1235 
Table 5: Fall Range refers to the maximum and minimum of measurements collected at each well 1236 
during September–November.  1237 

Well ID1 Well 
Depth (ft 

bgs) 

Fall Range 
(ft bgs) 

MO (ft 
bgs) 

PT (ft 
bgs) 

MT (ft 
bgs) 

42N09W27N002M 60 11.9-25.0 > 21.0 25 27.5 
43N09W23F001M 60 5.1-24.0 > 9.5 24 26.4 
43N09W02P002M 80 15.5-35.0 > 21.9 35 38.5 
44N09W25R001M 140 14.5-35.0 > 22.0 35 38.5 
44N09W29J001M 60 38.0-100.0 > 52.0 100 110 

C26 80 12.7-20.2 > 14.3 20.2 22.2 
E3 60 5.1-10.3 > 7.4 10.3 11.4 
H6 – 3.0-9.8 > 6.9 9.8 10.7 
K9 60 23.8-41.2 > 37.1 41.2 45.3 
L31 – 10.3-23.6 > 19.6 23.6 26 
L32 203 33.8-62.2 > 48.7 62.2 68.4 
M10 43 4.6-7.4 > 6.5 7.4 8.2 
M12 – 13.1-17.0 > 16.6 17 18.7 
M2 140 33.2-75.8 > 67.4 75.8 83.3 
N17 179 20.3-36.7 > 24.2 36.7 40.4 
P43 75 4.2-19.4 > 14.1 19.4 21.3 
Q32 57 4.0-13.1 > 9.7 13.1 14.4 
R24 100 10.6-16.2 > 13.8 16.2 17.8 

SCT_173 70 13.2-16.9 > 16.3 16.9 18.5 
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SCT_186 48 31.9-35.0 > 34.5 35 38.5 
QV_01 40 28.2-41.0 > 39.8 41 45.1 

D31 81 4.1-10.5 > 7.8 10.5 11.6 
G31 236 39.3-81.3 > 77.0 81.3 89.4 
L18 170 44.9-71.4 > 67.3 71.4 78.6 
Z36 197 21.2-45.5 > 33.9 45.5 50.1 

SCT_202 184 67.0-140.0 > 140.0 140 150 
QV_02 140 53.2-68.1 > 65.4 68.1 74.9 
QV_03 82 6.1-16.2 > 14.7 16.2 17.8 

SCT_183 100 15.4-19.0 > 18.7 19 20.9 
1 The minimum Measurable Objective (MO) is set as the 75th percentile of the fall measurement 1238 
range - i.e., the measurement at which 25% of groundwater elevation measurements fall below 1239 
it. The primary trigger (PT) is set at the historic low groundwater elevation measurement. The 1240 
Minimum Threshold (MT) is set at the historic low plus a buffer. The buffer is either 10% of the 1241 
historic low, or 10 feet, whichever is smaller. 1242 
 1243 
 1244 
 1245 
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 1246 
Figure 8: Minimum thresholds for the groundwater levels and storage monitoring network. 1247 
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 1248 

3.4.1.3.  Measurable Objective 1249 

 1250 
The MO is defined as the desired operating range for groundwater levels, with a minimum 1251 
and maximum value for the MO. The MO range is defined individually for each RMP. The 1252 
goal for this SMC is to keep water levels above their historic lows. For this reason, the 1253 
minimum MO elevation is set at the 75th percentile lowest water elevation measured in 1254 
each well (i.e., the observed elevation at which 25% of other observed elevations fall 1255 
below it). The maximum MO is the highest observed water level at each RMP. 1256 
 1257 
Minimum measurable objectives are shown in Table 5 and an example MO graph is 1258 
shown in Figure 5.  1259 
 1260 
The difference in groundwater levels between the minimum measurable objective and 1261 
primary trigger gives a margin of operational flexibility, or margin of safety, for variation in 1262 
groundwater levels due to seasonal, annual, or drought variations. Groundwater levels 1263 
might drop in drought years but rise in wet years to recharge the aquifer and offset drought 1264 
years.  1265 
 1266 

3.4.1.4. Path to Achieve Measurable Objectives  1267 

 1268 
The GSA will support achievement of the measurable objectives by monitoring 1269 
groundwater levels and coordinating with agencies and stakeholders within the Basin to 1270 
implement projects and management actions (PMAs). The GSA will review and analyze 1271 
groundwater level data to evaluate any changes in groundwater levels resulting from 1272 
groundwater pumping or recharge projects in the Basin. Using monitoring data collected 1273 
as part of GSP implementation, the GSA will develop information (e.g., hydrograph plots) 1274 
to demonstrate that projects and management actions are operating to maintain or 1275 
improve groundwater level conditions in the Basin and to avoid unreasonable 1276 
groundwater levels. Should groundwater levels drop to a trigger or minimum threshold as 1277 
the result of GSA project implementation, the GSA will implement measures to address 1278 
this occurrence as illustrated in Figure  that depicts the high-level decision making that 1279 
goes into developing SMC, the monitoring to determine if criteria are met, and actions to 1280 
be taken based on monitoring results.  1281 
 1282 
To manage groundwater levels, the GSA will partner with local agencies and stakeholders 1283 
to implement PMAs. PMAs are presented in further detail in Chapter 4. Implementation 1284 
timelines and approximate costs are discussed in Chapter 5. Examples of possible GSA 1285 
actions include stakeholder education and outreach and support for impacted 1286 
stakeholders. 1287 
 1288 
Where the cause of groundwater level decline is unknown, the GSA may choose to 1289 
conduct additional or more frequent monitoring or initiate additional modeling. The need 1290 
for additional studies on groundwater levels will be assessed throughout GSP 1291 
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implementation. The GSA may identify knowledge requirements, seek funding, and help 1292 
to implement additional studies.                    1293 
 1294 
Interim Milestones  1295 
  1296 
Because undesirable results are not currently occurring, the management objective of the 1297 
GSA will be to maintain groundwater levels above historic lows and defined MTs. Interim 1298 
milestones are therefore not needed for this sustainability indicator. 1299 
 1300 

 1301 
Figure 9: Groundwater level sustainable management criteria flow chart.  1302 

3.4.1.5. Information and Methodology Used to Establish Minimum 1303 
Thresholds and Measurable Objectives  1304 

 1305 
Historical water levels indicate that there is no overdraft and no long-term decline in water 1306 
levels. Where water levels have been observed since the 1960s, declines in fall water 1307 
levels occurred in the 1970s, but have remained steady over the past 40 years. However, 1308 
below average water year types have occurred more frequently over the past two 1309 
decades.  Average precipitation over the past 20 years (2000–2020) has been lower (19.7 1310 
inches/year (50 cm/year)) than the average precipitation during the measured record in 1311 
the 20th century (20.7 inches/year (52.6 cm/year), see Chapter 2). Yet, water levels have 1312 
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been relatively steady over the past 20 years with seasonal fluctuations that are relatively 1313 
small near the trough of the Valley and largest on upper alluvial fans (westside, eastside 1314 
gulches, see Figure 22 in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2.1). A few wells have seen declines in 1315 
fall water levels but no declines in spring water level over the 2000–2020 period. No 1316 
significant trend is visible across the Basin over the detailed observation period from 2006 1317 
to 2018 (see Figure 22 in Section 2.2.2.1 and hydrographs all other wells in Appendix 2-1318 
A). The years 2001, 2014, and 2020 were exceptionally dry in Scott Valley, with the lowest 1319 
water levels in most wells observed in 2014 and with lowest levels in some wells observed 1320 
in 2020. Over the past two decades, due to climate conditions, low summer and fall water 1321 
levels have likely occurred more often than in the second half of the 20th century, although 1322 
very few water level data are available for that period. 1323 
 1324 
The minimum thresholds were selected based on historical groundwater level data and 1325 
stakeholder input. Historically, well outages have not been an issue in the Basin and 1326 
maintaining groundwater levels at or above historical levels should avoid future outages.  1327 
Groundwater level trends and current conditions are discussed in Section 2.2.2.1. In 1328 
establishing minimum thresholds for groundwater levels, the following information was 1329 
considered:  1330 

• Feedback about groundwater level concerns from stakeholders. 1331 
• An assessment of available historical and current groundwater level data from 1332 

wells in the Basin.  1333 
• A collection of well information regarding water bearing formation, depth, and 1334 

screen characteristics, as well as an assessment of data to inform a well outage 1335 
analysis (insufficient data were available to complete this analysis). 1336 

• Results of the completed numerical groundwater model, indicating groundwater 1337 
flow direction and seasonal changes in elevation.  1338 

• Input from stakeholders resulting from the consideration of the above information 1339 
in the form of recommendations regarding minimum thresholds and associated 1340 
management actions. 1341 

 1342 

3.4.1.6. Relationship to Other Sustainability Indicators  1343 

 1344 
Minimum thresholds are selected to avoid undesirable results for other sustainability 1345 
indicators. In the Basin, groundwater levels are directly related to groundwater storage 1346 
and groundwater-dependent ecosystems outside of streams. The relationship between 1347 
groundwater level minimum thresholds and minimum thresholds for other sustainability 1348 
indicators are discussed below. 1349 
 1350 

• Groundwater Storage – Groundwater levels are closely tied to groundwater 1351 
storage, with high groundwater levels associated with high groundwater storage. 1352 
The undesirable result for groundwater storage is measured and thus defined as 1353 
the occurrence of an undesirable result for groundwater elevations.  1354 

• Depletions of Interconnected Surface Water – Though groundwater elevations 1355 
are related to the depletions of interconnected surface water, groundwater 1356 
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elevations are too noisy to be a suitable proxy for surface water depletion in Scott 1357 
Valley (see Section 3.3.5). Consequently, this GSP proposes to monitor stream 1358 
depletion by simulating stream-aquifer fluxes, not measured groundwater 1359 
elevations. Additional analysis during the GSP update will be used to determine if 1360 
the current groundwater level minimum thresholds would have a negative impact 1361 
on depletions of interconnected surface water.  1362 

• Seawater Intrusion – This sustainability indicator is not applicable in this Basin. 1363 
• Groundwater Quality – A significant and unreasonable condition for degraded 1364 

water quality is exceeding drinking water standards for COCs in supply wells due 1365 
to projects and management actions proposed in the GSP. Groundwater quality 1366 
could potentially be affected by projects and management action-induced changes 1367 
in groundwater elevations and gradients. These changes could potentially cause 1368 
poor quality groundwater to flow towards supply wells that would not have 1369 
otherwise been impacted. 1370 

• Subsidence – Subsidence has not historically been a problem in Scott Valley. The 1371 
groundwater level SMC will ensure that there is no onset of subsidence in the 1372 
future.  The minimum threshold for water level is sufficiently close to historic water 1373 
levels that, under the hydrogeologic conditions prevalent in Scott Valley, no 1374 
significant subsidence can occur due to lowering of water levels within the limits 1375 
set by the minimum threshold. 1376 

 1377 
 1378 

3.4.2. Groundwater Storage  1379 

 1380 
Groundwater levels are selected as the proxy for groundwater storage. Hence, the SMC 1381 
are identical. According to the United States Geologic Survey, estimates of groundwater 1382 
storage rely on groundwater level data and sufficiently accurate knowledge of 1383 
hydrogeologic properties of the aquifer. Direct measurements of groundwater levels can 1384 
be used to estimate changes in groundwater storage (USGS 2020). As groundwater 1385 
levels fall or rise, the volume of groundwater storage changes accordingly, where 1386 
unacceptable groundwater level decline indicates unacceptable storage loss. The 1387 
hydrogeologic model outlined in Chapter 2 provides the needed hydrogeologic properties 1388 
of the aquifer. 1389 
 1390 
Protecting against chronic lowering of groundwater levels will directly protect against the 1391 
chronic reduction of groundwater storage because the lowering of groundwater levels 1392 
would directly lead to predictable reduction of groundwater storage. There cannot be a 1393 
reduction in groundwater storage without a commensurate, observable reduction in water 1394 
levels. There are currently no other state, federal, or local standards that relate to this 1395 
sustainability indicator in the Basin. 1396 
 1397 
An undesirable result from the reduction of groundwater in storage occurs when reduction 1398 
of groundwater in storage interferes with beneficial uses of groundwater in the Basin. 1399 
Since groundwater levels are being used as a proxy, the undesirable result for this 1400 
sustainability indicator occurs when groundwater levels drop below the extended 1401 
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minimum threshold (Table 5), as defined by the undesirable result for the chronic lowering 1402 
of groundwater levels. This should avoid significant and unreasonable changes to 1403 
groundwater storage, including long-term reduction in groundwater storage or 1404 
interference with the other sustainability indicators. Possible causes of undesirable 1405 
reductions in groundwater storage are increases in well density or groundwater extraction 1406 
or increases in frequency or duration of drought conditions. 1407 
 1408 
The minimum threshold for groundwater storage for this GSP is the minimum threshold 1409 
for groundwater levels. Information used to establish minimum thresholds and 1410 
measurable objectives for groundwater levels can be found in Section 3.4.1. Since 1411 
groundwater storage is defined in terms of water level, Section 3.4.1.2 for the water level 1412 
indicator equally applies to define the relationship of the groundwater storage SMC to 1413 
other sustainability indicators. 1414 
 1415 
The measurable objective for groundwater storage is the measurable objective for 1416 
groundwater levels as detailed in Section 3.4.1.3. The path to achieve measurable 1417 
objectives and interim milestones for the reduction in groundwater storage sustainability 1418 
indicator are the same measurable objectives and interim milestones as for the chronic 1419 
lowering of groundwater levels sustainability indicator detailed in Section 3.4.1.4. 1420 
 1421 

3.4.3. Groundwater Quality  1422 

 1423 
Groundwater quality in the Basin is generally well-suited for the municipal, domestic, 1424 
agricultural, and other existing and potential beneficial uses designated for groundwater 1425 
in the Water Quality Control Plan for the North Coast Region (Basin Plan), as discussed 1426 
in Section 2.2.3 and in the water quality assessment in Appendix 2-B.  1427 
 1428 
SMC are defined for two constituents: specific conductivity and nitrate. These identified 1429 
COCs are consistent with the threats to groundwater quality highlighted in the Staff Report 1430 
for the North Coast Hydrologic Region Salt and Nutrient Management Planning 1431 
Groundwater Basin Evaluation and Prioritization (NCRWQCB 2020). Although benzene 1432 
is identified as a potential constituent of concern in Section 2.2.3, no SMC is defined for 1433 
benzene as current benzene data are associated with leaking underground storage tanks 1434 
(LUST) where the source of benzene is known and monitoring and remediation are in 1435 
progress. These sites will be taken into consideration with PMAs undertaken by the GSA, 1436 
as applicable. As part of the sustainability goal for the Basin, the specific objective for 1437 
groundwater quality is to maintain a groundwater resource that meets the water quality 1438 
needs of beneficial uses and users in the Basin, as regulated by federal and state water 1439 
quality standards and regional water quality objectives. Avoiding significant degradation 1440 
of groundwater quality is central to protecting uses that rely on groundwater. Categories 1441 
of beneficial uses of groundwater in the North Coast Region, as listed in the Basin Plan, 1442 
include municipal and domestic supply, agricultural and stock water supply, industrial 1443 
service supply, industrial process supply, aquaculture, and Native American culture. 1444 
Specific uses of groundwater in Scott Valley include groundwater use for irrigation in 1445 
agriculture, a significant part of the local economy, as stock water, and as a municipal 1446 
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and domestic water source. Importantly, beneficial uses also include groundwater-1447 
dependent ecosystems and instream habitat where and when groundwater contributes to 1448 
streamflow.   1449 
 1450 
The role of the GSA is to provide additional local oversight of groundwater quality, 1451 
collaborate with appropriate parties to implement water quality PMAs, and to evaluate 1452 
and monitor, as needed, water quality effects of PMAs implemented to meet the 1453 
requirements of other SMC. All future PMAs implemented by the GSA will be evaluated 1454 
and designed to avoid causing undesirable groundwater quality outcomes. Federal and 1455 
state standards for water quality, water quality objectives defined in the Basin Plan, and 1456 
the management of known and suspected contaminated sites within the Basin will 1457 
continue to be managed by the relevant agency. Groundwater in the Basin is used for a 1458 
variety of beneficial uses which are protected by NCRWQCB through the water quality 1459 
objectives adopted in the Basin Plan.  1460 
 1461 
Available historical and current groundwater quality monitoring data and reporting efforts 1462 
have been used to establish and document conditions in the Basin, as discussed in 1463 
Section 2.2.3. These conditions provide a baseline upon which to compare future 1464 
groundwater quality and identify any changes observed, including those due to GSP 1465 
implementation. Groundwater quality monitoring in the Basin in support of the GSP will 1466 
rely on the existing and planned wells in the monitoring network, as described in Section 1467 
3.3.3. Groundwater quality samples will be collected and analyzed in accordance with the 1468 
monitoring protocols outlined in Appendix 3-B. The monitoring network will use 1469 
information from existing programs in the Basin that already monitor for the COCs and 1470 
programs where these constituents could be added as part of routine monitoring efforts 1471 
in support of the GSP. New wells will be incorporated into the network as necessary to 1472 
obtain information to fill spatial gaps in data or to gather data that cannot be collected at 1473 
existing wells. Because water quality degradation is typically associated with increasing 1474 
rather than decreasing concentration of constituents, the GSA uses the term “maximum 1475 
threshold” (MaxT) in the context of water quality instead of “minimum threshold”. The use 1476 
of the term “maximum threshold” in this GSP is equivalent to the use of the term “minimum 1477 
threshold” in other SMC or in the SGMA regulations. 1478 
 1479 

3.4.3.1. Undesirable Results  1480 

 1481 
Significant and unreasonable degradation of groundwater quality is the degradation of 1482 
water quality that would impair beneficial uses of groundwater within the Basin or result 1483 
in failure to comply with groundwater regulatory thresholds. Degraded groundwater 1484 
quality is considered an undesirable result if concentrations of COCs exceed defined 1485 
maximum thresholds or if a significant trend of groundwater quality degradation is 1486 
observed for the identified COCs. Groundwater quality changes that occur independent 1487 
of SGMA activities do not constitute an undesirable result. Based on the State’s 1968 1488 
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Antidegradation Policy4, water quality degradation that is not consistent with the 1489 
provisions of Resolution No. 68-16 is degradation that is determined to be significant and 1490 
unreasonable. NCRWQCB and the State Water Board are the two entities that determine 1491 
if water quality degradation is inconsistent with Resolution No. 68-16.  1492 
 1493 
 1494 
For purposes of quantifying and evaluating the occurrence of an undesirable result, the 1495 
concentration data are aggregated by statistical analysis to obtain spatial distributions 1496 
and temporal trends. Specifically, statistical analysis is performed to determine the ten-1497 
year linear trend in concentration at each well. The linear ten-year trend is expressed 1498 
unitless as percent relative concentration change per year. From the cumulative 1499 
distribution of all ten-year trends observed across the monitoring network, the 75th 1500 
percentile, trend7510year, is obtained. Similarly, the moving two-year average 1501 
concentrations are computed at each well, and from their cumulative distribution the 75th 1502 
percentile, conc752year, is obtained. Concentrations are expressed in their respective 1503 
concentration units (ug/L, mg/L, or micromhos). For purposes of this GSP, a “water quality 1504 
value” is defined by combining the measures of trend and concentration.  1505 
 1506 

Water quality value = Maximum [(+15% – trend7510year), (conc752year – MT)] 1507 
 1508 
The undesirable result is quantitatively defined as: 1509 
 1510 
 Water quality value > 0 1511 
 1512 
This quantitative measure assures that water quality remains constant and does not 1513 
increase by more than 15% per year, on average over ten years, in more than 25% of 1514 
wells in the monitoring network. Mathematically this can be expressed by the following 1515 
equation: 1516 
 1517 
+15% - trend7510year[%] ≤ 0  1518 
 1519 
It also assures that water quality does not exceed maximum thresholds for concentration, 1520 
MT, in more than 25% of wells in the monitoring network. Values for maximum thresholds 1521 
are defined in Section 3.4.3.4. Mathematically, this second condition can be expressed 1522 
by the following equation: 1523 
 1524 
Conc752year – MT ≤ 0 1525 
 1526 
The water quality value is the maximum of the two terms on the left-hand side of the 1527 
above two equations. If either of them exceeds zero, that is, if either of them does not 1528 
meet the desired condition, then the water quality value is larger than zero and 1529 
quantitatively indicates an undesirable result. 1530 
 1531 

 
4 State Water Resources Control Board. “Resolution No. 68-16: Statement of Policy with Respect to 
Maintaining High Quality of Waters in California”, California, October 28, 1968.  
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 1532 
Potential Causes of Undesirable Results 1533 
 1534 
Future GSA activities with potential to affect water quality may include changes in location 1535 
and magnitude of Basin pumping, declining groundwater levels, and groundwater 1536 
recharge projects. Altering the location or rate of groundwater pumping could change the 1537 
direction of groundwater flow which may result in a change in the overall direction in which 1538 
existing or future contaminant plumes move and thus potentially compromise ongoing 1539 
remediation efforts. Similarly, recharge activities could alter hydraulic gradients and result 1540 
in the downward movement of contaminants into groundwater or move groundwater 1541 
contaminant plumes towards supply wells. 1542 
 1543 
Land use activities not associated with the GSA that may lead to undesirable groundwater 1544 
quality include future contamination from urban and industrial sources, the application of 1545 
fertilizers, certain agricultural practices, and/or waste discharges that may result in 1546 
exceedances of constituents in groundwater. Existing leaks from underground storage 1547 
tanks (USTs) in the Basin are currently monitored and managed, and though additional 1548 
degradation is not anticipated from these known sources, new leaks may cause 1549 
undesirable results depending on the contents of an UST, which may include petroleum 1550 
hydrocarbons, solvents, or other contaminants. Groundwater quality degradation 1551 
associated with known sources primarily will be managed by the entity currently 1552 
overseeing these sites, NCRWQCB. Agricultural activities in the Basin are dominated by 1553 
alfalfa and pasture production. The risk for fertilizer-associated nitrate leaching from these 1554 
activities is considered low (Harter et al., 2017). Grain production is rotated with alfalfa 1555 
production usually for one year after seven years of alfalfa production. Grain production 1556 
also does not pose a significant nitrate-leaching risk. Animal farming, a common source 1557 
of nitrate pollution in large, confined animal farming operations, is also present in the 1558 
Valley, but not at stocking densities of major concern (Harter et al., 2017). However, 1559 
NCRWQCB (2020) listed the Basin as “high” priority for the threat of water quality 1560 
degradation from salts and nutrients.  1561 
 1562 
Effects of Undesirable Results on Beneficial Uses and Users 1563 
 1564 
Concerns over potential or actual non-attainment of the beneficial uses designated for 1565 
groundwater in the Basin are and will continue to be related to certain constituents 1566 
measured at elevated or increasing concentrations, and the potential local or regional 1567 
effects that degraded water quality can have on such beneficial uses.   1568 
 1569 
The following provides greater detail regarding the potential impact of poor groundwater 1570 
quality on several major classes of beneficial users: 1571 
 1572 

• Municipal Drinking Water Users – Under California law, agencies that provide 1573 
drinking water are required to routinely sample groundwater from their wells and 1574 
compare the results to state and federal drinking water standards for individual 1575 
chemicals. Groundwater quality that does not meet state drinking water standards 1576 
may render the water unusable or may cause increased costs for treatment. For 1577 
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municipal suppliers, impacted wells potentially may be taken offline until a solution 1578 
is found, depending on the configuration of the municipal system in question. 1579 
Where this temporary solution is feasible, it will add stress to and decrease the 1580 
reliability of the overall system.   1581 

• Rural and/or Agricultural Residential Drinking Water Users – Residential 1582 
structures not located within the service areas of the local municipal water agency 1583 
will typically have private domestic groundwater wells. Such wells may not be 1584 
monitored routinely and groundwater quality from those wells may be unknown 1585 
unless the landowner has initiated testing and shared the data with other entities. 1586 
Degraded water quality in such wells can lead to rural residential use of 1587 
groundwater that does not meet potable water standards and results in the need 1588 
for installation of new or modified domestic wells and/or well-head treatment that 1589 
will provide groundwater of acceptable quality. 1590 

• Agricultural Users – Irrigation water quality is an important factor in crop 1591 
production and has a variable impact on agriculture due to different crop 1592 
sensitivities. Impacts from poor water quality may include declines in crop yields, 1593 
crop damage, changes in the crops that can be grown in an area, and other effects.  1594 

• Environmental Uses – Poor quality groundwater may result in the migration of 1595 
contaminants that could affect groundwater dependent ecosystems or instream 1596 
environments and their resident species. Poor quality groundwater may also add 1597 
nutrients to water bodies that produce adverse ecological effects, including 1598 
eutrophication.  1599 
 1600 

3.4.3.2. Maximum Thresholds   1601 

 1602 
Maximum thresholds for groundwater quality in the Basin were defined using existing 1603 
groundwater quality data, groundwater beneficial uses designated in the Basin, existing 1604 
regulations, including water quality objectives included the Basin Plan, Title 22 Primary 1605 
and Secondary MCLs, and consultation with the GSA advisory committee and 1606 
stakeholders (see Section 2.2.3.). Resulting from this process, SMC were developed for 1607 
two of the COCs in the Basin, nitrate and specific conductivity.  1608 
 1609 
The selected maximum thresholds for the concentration of each of the two COCs and 1610 
their associated regulatory thresholds are shown in Table 6.  1611 
 1612 
 1613 
 1614 
 1615 
 1616 
 1617 
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Table 6: Constituents of concern and their associated maximum thresholds. Maximum thresholds 1618 
also include a 15% average increase per year over ten years in no more than 25% of wells, and 1619 
no more than 25% of wells exceeding the maximum threshold for concentration listed here. 1620 

Constituent Maximum Threshold Regulatory Threshold   
Nitrate as Nitrogen 5 mg/L as N, trigger only 

9 mg/L as N, trigger only 
10 mg/L as N, MT 

10 mg/L as N (Title 22)  

Specific Conductivity  500 micromhos, trigger only 
900 micromhos, MT 

500 micromhos (Basin 
Plan Upper Limit for the 
EC value not exceeded by 
90% of wells) 
900 micromhos (Title 22) 

 1621 
 1622 
 1623 
Triggers  1624 
 1625 
The GSA will use concentrations of the identified COCs (nitrate and specific conductivity) 1626 
as triggers for preventative action to proactively avoid the occurrence of undesirable 1627 
results. Trigger values are identified for both nitrate as nitrogen and specific conductivity, 1628 
as shown in Table 6. The trigger value and associated definition for specific conductivity 1629 
is the 90% upper limit, or 90 percentile values for a calendar year, as specified in the 1630 
Basin Plan. The Title 22 water quality objective for nitrate is incorporated by reference 1631 
into the Basin Plan and the triggers provided in Table 6 correspond to 90% of the Title 22 1632 
MCL.  1633 
 1634 
Method for Quantitative Measurement of Maximum Thresholds  1635 
 1636 
Groundwater quality will be measured in wells in the monitoring network, as discussed in 1637 
Section 3.3.3. Statistical evaluation of groundwater quality data obtained from the 1638 
monitoring network will be performed using the equations described above. The 1639 
maximum thresholds for concentration values are shown Figure . This figure shows 1640 
“rulers” for the two identified COCs in the Scott River Valley Groundwater Basin with the 1641 
associated maximum thresholds, range of measurable objectives, and triggers.  1642 
 1643 
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 1644 

Figure 10: Degraded water quality thermometers for the constituents of concern in Scott River 1645 
Valley.  1646 

3.4.3.3. Measurable Objectives 1647 

 1648 
Within the Basin, the measurable objectives for water quality are established to provide 1649 
an indication of desired water quality at levels that are sufficiently protective of beneficial 1650 
uses and users. Measurable objectives are defined on a well-specific basis, with 1651 
consideration for historical water quality data. Concentrations of some naturally occurring 1652 
contaminants may not be possible to change through implementation of PMAs.  1653 
 1654 

Description of Measurable Objectives 1655 

The groundwater quality measurable objective for wells within the GSA’s monitoring 1656 
network (either existing or future wells), where the concentrations of COCs historically 1657 
have been below the maximum thresholds for water quality in recent years, is to continue 1658 
to maintain concentrations within the current range, as measured by long-term trends.  1659 

Benzene

Maximum Threshold (MT)  1 µg/L

Measurable Objective (MO) 0.10 – 0.75 µg/L

Nitrate as Nitrogen

Specific Conductivity

Maximum Threshold (MT)  10 mg/L as N
Trigger  9 mg/L as N

Trigger  5 mg/L as N

Measurable Objective (MO)  1.02 – 4.28 mg/L as N

Measurable Objective (MO)  250 – 500 µmhos/cm

Maximum Threshold (MT)  900 µmhos/cm

Trigger  500 µmhos/cm

Scott River Valley Groundwater Basin Sustainable Management Criteria
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 1660 
Specifically, for the two identified COCs, the action taken to meet the measurable 1661 
objective will be to maintain groundwater quality at a minimum of 90% of wells monitored 1662 
for water quality within the range of the water quality levels measured over the past 30 1663 
years (1990-2020). In addition, no significant increase in long-term trends should be 1664 
observed in COC concentrations as another mechanism for meeting MOs.  1665 
 1666 

3.4.3.4. Path to Achieve Measurable Objectives  1667 

 1668 
The GSA will support the protection of groundwater quality by monitoring groundwater 1669 
quality conditions and coordinating with other regulatory agencies that work to maintain 1670 
and improve the groundwater quality in the Basin. All future PMAs implemented by the 1671 
GSA will comply with state and federal water quality standards and Basin Plan water 1672 
quality objectives and will be designed to maintain groundwater quality for all uses and 1673 
users and avoid causing unreasonable groundwater quality degradation. The GSA will 1674 
review and analyze groundwater monitoring data as part of GSP implementation in order 1675 
to evaluate any changes in groundwater quality, including those changes resulting from 1676 
groundwater pumping or recharge projects in the Basin. The need for additional studies 1677 
on groundwater quality will be assessed throughout GSP implementation. The GSA may 1678 
identify knowledge requirements, seek funding, and help to implement additional studies.                    1679 
 1680 
Using monitoring data collected as part of project implementation, the GSA will develop 1681 
information (e.g., time-series plots of water quality constituents) to demonstrate that 1682 
PMAs are operating to maintain or improve groundwater quality conditions in the Basin 1683 
and to avoid unreasonable groundwater quality degradation. Should the concentration of 1684 
a constituent of interest increase to its maximum threshold (or a trigger value below that 1685 
threshold specifically designated by occurrence), the GSA will determine an appropriate 1686 
response based on the process illustrated in Figure . This process depicts the high-level 1687 
decision making that goes into developing SMC, the monitoring to determine if criteria are 1688 
met, and actions to be taken based on monitoring results. Exceedances of nitrate and 1689 
specific conductivity water quality objectives will also be referred to NCRWQCB. Where 1690 
the cause of an exceedance is unknown, the GSA may choose to conduct additional or 1691 
more frequent monitoring.  1692 
 1693 
Interim Milestones  1694 
  1695 
As existing groundwater quality data indicate that groundwater in the Basin generally 1696 
meets applicable state and federal water quality standards, the objective is to maintain 1697 
existing groundwater quality. Interim milestones are therefore set equivalent to the 1698 
measurable objectives with the goal of maintaining water quality within the range of 1699 
concentrations historically measured for the two COCs.  1700 
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 1701 
Figure 7: Degraded water quality sustainable management criteria flow chart. 1702 
 1703 
 1704 

3.4.3.5. Information and Methodology Used to Establish Maximum 1705 
Thresholds and Measurable Objectives 1706 

 1707 
A detailed discussion of the concerns associated with elevated levels of each constituent 1708 
of interest is described in Section 2.2.3. As the COCs were identified using current and 1709 
historical groundwater quality data, this list may be reevaluated during future GSP 1710 
updates. In establishing maximum thresholds for groundwater quality, the following 1711 
information was considered:  1712 

• Feedback about water quality concerns from stakeholders. 1713 
• An assessment of available historical and current groundwater quality data from 1714 

production and monitoring wells in the Basin. 1715 
• An assessment of historical compliance with federal and state drinking water 1716 

quality standards and water quality objectives. 1717 

Establish metrics for sustainability 
components [Minimum 
Threshold, Measurable 
Objective, Trigger (optional)] for 
each relevant water quality (WQ) 
parameter considered under the 
WQ Sustainable Management 
Criterion (SMC).

Establish basis for determining 
compliance with SMC metric (single 
exceedance, % wells exceeding 
metric, trend over time?).

Degraded Water Quality
Sustainable Management Criterion Flow Chart

A

B C

Monitor groundwater quality 
at identified network wells at 
identified frequency.

Are GW quality data 
exceeding measurable 
objectives or trigger values 
as described in Box A?

Report monitoring results, 
assessment of results, and/
or recommended actions to 
California Department of 
Water Resources (DWR).

Are GW quality data failing to 
comply with SMC per the 
basis described in Box B?

Yes

Continue Monitoring >>

No

Does GSP specify GSA 
investigative action? Yes

Investigate potential causes 
of non-compliance and 
identify corrective action(s) 
and appropriate follow-up.
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parameter?
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• An assessment of trends in groundwater quality at selected wells with adequate 1718 
data to perform the assessment. 1719 

• Information regarding sources, control options, and regulatory jurisdiction 1720 
pertaining to COCs. 1721 

• Input from stakeholders resulting from the consideration of the above information 1722 
in the form of recommendations regarding maximum thresholds and associated 1723 
management actions. 1724 

The historical and current groundwater quality data used in the effort to establish 1725 
groundwater quality maximum thresholds are discussed in Section 2.2.3. Based on a 1726 
review of these data, applicable water quality regulations, Basin water quality needs, and 1727 
information from stakeholders, the GSA reached a determination that the State drinking 1728 
water standards (MCLs and WQOs) are appropriate to define maximum thresholds for 1729 
groundwater quality. The established maximum thresholds for groundwater quality 1730 
protect and maintain groundwater quality for existing or potential beneficial uses and 1731 
users. Maximum thresholds align with State drinking water standards, which are derived 1732 
from the maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) in Title 22 of the California Code of 1733 
Regulations. The more stringent water quality objectives for specific conductivity, 1734 
specified in the Basin Plan, are reflected in the trigger values defined for this constituent. 1735 
New COCs may be added with changing conditions and as new information becomes 1736 
available.   1737 

 1738 

3.4.3.6. Relationship to Other Sustainability Indicators  1739 

 1740 
Groundwater quality cannot typically be used to predict responses of other sustainability 1741 
indicators. However, groundwater quality may be affected by groundwater levels and 1742 
reductions in groundwater storage. In addition, certain implementation actions may be 1743 
limited by the need to achieve minimum thresholds for other sustainability indicators. 1744 

• Groundwater Levels – Declining water levels can potentially lead to increased 1745 
concentrations of COCs in groundwater, may alter the existing hydraulic gradient, 1746 
and may result in movement of contaminated groundwater plumes. Changes in 1747 
water levels also may mobilize contaminants that may be present in unsaturated 1748 
soils. The maximum thresholds established for groundwater quality may influence 1749 
groundwater level minimum thresholds by affecting the location or number of 1750 
projects, such as groundwater recharge, in order to avoid degradation of 1751 
groundwater quality.  1752 

• Groundwater Storage – Groundwater quality that is at or near maximum 1753 
thresholds is not likely to influence pumping.  1754 

• Depletion of Interconnected Surface Waters – Groundwater quality that is at or 1755 
near maximum thresholds may affect stream water quality.   1756 

• Seawater Intrusion – This sustainability indicator is not applicable in this Basin. 1757 

 1758 

  1759 
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3.4.4. Subsidence 1760 

 1761 

3.4.4.1. Undesirable Results 1762 

 1763 
An undesirable result occurs when subsidence substantially interferes with beneficial 1764 
uses of groundwater and land uses. Subsidence occurs as a result of compaction of 1765 
(typically) fine-grained aquifer materials (i.e., clay) due to the overdraft of groundwater. 1766 
As there has not been any historical documentation of subsidence in the Basin, and the 1767 
aquifer materials are unlikely to present such a risk, it is reasonable to conclude that any 1768 
land subsidence caused by the chronic lowering of groundwater levels occurring in the 1769 
Basin would be considered significant and unreasonable. This is quantified as pumping 1770 
induced subsidence greater than the minimum threshold of 0.1 ft (0.03 m) in any single 1771 
year; essentially zero subsidence accounting for measurement error.   1772 
 1773 
Effects of Undesirable Results on Beneficial Uses and Users  1774 
 1775 
Subsidence can result in substantial interference with land use including significant 1776 
damage to critical infrastructure such as canals, pipes, or other water conveyance 1777 
facilities. Flooding of land, including residential and commercial properties, can lead to 1778 
financial losses.  1779 
 1780 

3.4.4.2. Minimum Thresholds  1781 

 1782 
The minimum threshold for land subsidence in the Basin is set at no more than 0.1 ft (0.03 1783 
m) in any single year, resulting in no long-term permanent subsidence. This is set at the 1784 
same magnitude as the estimated error in the InSAR data (+/- 0.1 ft [0.03 m]), which is 1785 
currently the only tool available for measuring basin-wide land subsidence consistently 1786 
each year in the Basin. 1787 
 1788 
The minimum thresholds for land subsidence in the Basin were selected as a preventative 1789 
measure to ensure maintenance of current ground surface elevations and as an added 1790 
safety measure for potential future impacts not currently present in the Basin and nearby 1791 
basins. This avoids significant and unreasonable rates of land subsidence in the Basin, 1792 
which are those that would lead to a permanent subsidence of land surface elevations 1793 
that would impact infrastructure and agricultural production in the Scott River Valley and 1794 
neighboring groundwater basins. There are currently no other state, federal, or local 1795 
standards that relate to this sustainability indicator in the Basin. 1796 
 1797 

3.4.4.3. Measurable Objectives 1798 

 1799 
Land subsidence is not known to be significant in the Scott River Valley. There is no 1800 
historical record of inelastic subsidence in the Basin resulting in permanent land 1801 
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subsidence. Recent InSAR data provided by DWR (TRE Altamira) show no significant 1802 
subsidence occurring during the period of mid-June 2015 to mid-September 2019. Small 1803 
fluctuations observed in these datasets are likely due to seasonal variations in the local 1804 
hydrologic cycle and agricultural practices and are not significant or unreasonable. 1805 
Additionally, the specific geology of the aquifer materials comprising the Basin is not 1806 
known to contain the thicker clay confining units that typically exhibit inelastic subsidence 1807 
due to excessive groundwater pumping (i.e., overdraft conditions).  1808 
 1809 
The guiding measurable objective of this GSP for land subsidence in the Basin is the 1810 
maintenance of current ground surface elevations. This measurable objective avoids 1811 
significant and unreasonable rates of land subsidence in the Basin, which are those that 1812 
would lead to a permanent subsidence of land surface elevations that impact 1813 
infrastructure and agricultural production. As this subsidence measurable objective is 1814 
essentially already met, the specific goal is to maintain this level of land subsidence (i.e., 1815 
essentially zero) throughout the GSP implementation period. Land subsidence in the 1816 
Basin is expected to be maintained throughout the implementation period via the 1817 
sustainable management of groundwater pumping through the groundwater level 1818 
measurable objectives, minimum thresholds, and interim milestones, as well as the fact 1819 
that the aquifer geology is not very likely to be susceptible to significant and unreasonable 1820 
subsidence, even under groundwater overdraft conditions. 1821 
 1822 
The margin of safety for the subsidence measurable objective was established by setting 1823 
a measurable objective to maintain current surface elevations and opting to monitor 1824 
subsidence throughout the implementation period, even though there is no historical 1825 
record of subsidence, and the aquifer is not deemed to be likely to succumb to inelastic 1826 
subsidence. This is a reasonable margin of safety based on the past and current aquifer 1827 
conditions and more conservative than the alternative of simply setting the subsidence 1828 
indicator as ‘not applicable’ in the Basin due to current and documented historical 1829 
evidence. As the current measurable objective is set to maintain the present land surface 1830 
elevations of the Basin, the interim milestones are set as check-in opportunities to review 1831 
year-to-year subsidence rates from the previous five-year period to assess whether there 1832 
are longer-period subsidence trends than may be observed in the annual reviews. 1833 
 1834 

3.4.4.4. Path to Achieve Measurable Objectives   1835 

 1836 
Land subsidence in the Basin will be quantitatively measured by use of InSAR data 1837 
(DWR-funded TRE Altamira or other similar data products). If there are areas of concern 1838 
for inelastic subsidence in the Basin (i.e., exceedance of minimal thresholds) observed 1839 
using the InSAR data, then ground-truthing studies could be conducted to determine if 1840 
the signal is potentially related to changes in land use or agricultural practices or from 1841 
groundwater extraction. If the subsidence is determined to result from groundwater 1842 
extraction and is significant and unreasonable, then ground-based elevation surveys 1843 
might be needed to monitor the situation more closely. 1844 
 1845 
 1846 
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3.4.4.5. Relationship to Other Sustainability Indicators 1847 

 1848 
By managing groundwater pumping to avoid the undesirable result of chronic lowering of 1849 
groundwater levels, the possibility of land subsidence, already unlikely due to aquifer 1850 
geology, will be mitigated. Avoiding or limiting land subsidence through sustainably 1851 
managed groundwater levels in the Basin will also lessen impacts due to declines in 1852 
groundwater storage and/or impacts to the sensitive, and relatively shallow, 1853 
interconnected surface water/groundwater system that defines much of the Basin. 1854 
 1855 
 1856 

3.4.5. Depletions of Interconnected Surface Water  1857 

3.4.5.1. Undesirable Results 1858 

 1859 
 1860 
Undesirable Results in the Context of Interconnected Surface Water 1861 
 1862 
As described in Section 2, groundwater throughout the Basin is interconnected with the 1863 
Scott River stream network including its tributaries. As also described in Section 2, the 1864 
Scott River stream network is ecologically stressed due, in part, to periodically insufficient 1865 
baseflow conditions during the summer and fall. Summer baseflow levels are, in part, 1866 
related to groundwater levels and storage which determine the net groundwater 1867 
contributions to streamflow.  Excessive stream temperatures are also related to earlier 1868 
completion of the snowmelt/spring flow recession, and due to later onset of the fall flush 1869 
flow from the first significant precipitation event of the season. These adverse conditions 1870 
primarily impact two species of native anadromous fish, coho and Chinook salmon. 1871 
Adverse conditions have occurred primarily since the 1970s, exacerbated by the large 1872 
frequency of dry years that have occurred over the past 20 years. Low streamflow 1873 
conditions are similar in dry years since the 1970s. Lowest streamflow conditions in dry 1874 
years prior to the 1970s were about four times larger; 40 cfs (1.1 cms) instead of 10 cfs 1875 
(0.28 cms). There exists no long-term trend in water-year-type-dependent streamflow 1876 
minima. However, the frequency of low precipitation years has been higher over the past 1877 
20 years than in the second part of the 20th century. Ecosystem stresses in the Scott 1878 
River stream network also include geomorphic conditions unrelated to flow (channel 1879 
straightening and incision, sediment deposition). 1880 
 1881 
Potential Causes of Undesirable Results  1882 

Causes of the overall low flow challenges in the Scott River stream system include 1883 
consumptive use of surface water and groundwater and climate variability (which must 1884 
be accounted for in the GSP). Some consumptive uses of groundwater may have a more 1885 
immediate impact on streamflow than others; for example, a well that begins pumping 1886 
groundwater 66 ft (20 m) from the river bank may cause stream depletion hours or days 1887 
later, while a well that begins pumping two miles (3 km) west of the river bank may not 1888 
influence streamflow for months or even a year. Possible causes of undesirable results 1889 
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include increasing frequency or duration of drought conditions, increased groundwater 1890 
extraction, and continued surface water diversions.  1891 

Effects of Undesirable Results on Beneficial Uses and Users 1892 

Agricultural Land Uses and Users – depletions of interconnected surface water due to 1893 
groundwater pumping can reduce the surface flow available to downstream diverters.  1894 
 1895 
Some of the PMAs considered in the GSP development process, which are designed to 1896 
reduce or reverse stream depletion, can make less water available for consumptive use, 1897 
which would negatively impact some agricultural operations. However, the PMAs 1898 
prioritized in this GSP do not use mandatory restrictions on water available for 1899 
consumptive use on currently active agricultural land. 1900 
 1901 
Domestic and Municipal Water Uses and Users – depletions of interconnected surface 1902 
water can negatively affect municipalities, including the City of Etna, that are reliant on 1903 
surface water as a drinking water source.  1904 
 1905 
None of the PMAs considered in the GSP development process would change operations 1906 
for domestic water users pumping less than 2 AFY (2,467 m3/year), as these are de 1907 
minimis groundwater users who are not regulated under SGMA. Similarly, none of the 1908 
PMAs prioritized in the GSP development process would negatively affect municipal 1909 
water users. 1910 
 1911 
Recreation – depletions of interconnected surface water can affect the ability of users to 1912 
partake in recreational activities on surface water bodies in the Basin.  1913 
 1914 
Environmental Land Uses and Land Users – depletions of interconnected surface 1915 
water may negatively affect the following: near-stream habitats for plant and animal 1916 
species; instream ecosystems, including habitat necessary for reproduction, 1917 
development, and migration of fish and other aquatic organisms; terrestrial ecosystems 1918 
reliant on surface water; and wildlife that rely on surface waters as a food or water source. 1919 
Additionally, low flow conditions can result in increased stream temperature that can be 1920 
inhospitable to aquatic organisms, including anadromous fish. Low streamflow can also 1921 
lead to increased concentrations of nutrients which can result in eutrophication.  1922 
 1923 

Addressing Undesirable Results That Existed During the Baseline Period (prior to 2015) 1924 

SGMA requires that a GSP design the SMC to avoid undesirable results that did not 1925 
already exist prior to 2015. Optionally, the plan may address undesirable results that 1926 
occurred before January 1, 2015 (California Water Code 10727.2(b)(4)). In Scott Valley, 1927 
undesirable results associated with depletion of interconnected surface water that have 1928 
occurred since January 1, 2015, had already existed for over thirty years prior as of 2015. 1929 
No additional undesirable results have occurred since January 1, 2015 (Section 2.2.1.6). 1930 
Additional future surface water depletion due to groundwater pumping will be avoided by 1931 
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rigorous controls set on maintaining current water level conditions (Section 3.4.1) and by 1932 
avoiding significant additional consumptive water use in Scott Valley (see chapter 4). 1933 
 1934 
SGMA also requires that the design of the SMC is consistent with existing water rights 1935 
and regulations (23 CCR § 354.28(b)(5)). With respect to the interconnected surface 1936 
water SMC in the Basin, relevant rights and regulations include (Cantor 2018): the 1980 1937 
Scott River Adjudication, Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (NCRWQCB Basin 1938 
Plan and TMDL), Endangered Species Act (ESA), and Public Trust Doctrine (PTD). 1939 
These programs are described in Chapter 2 and briefly summarized here as they relate 1940 
to the SMC development. 1941 
 1942 
Adjudication. The 1980 adjudication decree defined all groundwater within approximately 1943 
1,000 ft (305 m) from the mainstem Scott River as interconnected to surface water and 1944 
assigned a water right to groundwater pumpers. The GSP is not allowed to alter water 1945 
rights, including the 1980 adjudication in the Basin, which allows landowners within the 1946 
Adjudicated Zone to pump groundwater (Superior Court of Siskiyou County 1980). 1947 
SGMA’s definition of “basin” for the Scott Valley Groundwater Basin is limited by Water 1948 
Code sections 10720.8(a) and (e), which provide that the portion of the Scott Valley Basin 1949 
within the area included in the Scott River Stream System is not subject to SGMA. 1950 
 1951 
ESA. Under the ESA, coho salmon occurring in the Scott Valley are listed as a threatened 1952 
species. CDFW has proposed minimum instream flow recommendations for the fish; 1953 
however, the SWRCB has not set instream flow requirements for the Scott River to date. 1954 
 1955 
Porter-Cologne. For the Scott River, the NCRWQCB’s Basin Plan has established fish 1956 
and wildlife beneficial uses, and set water quality objectives and an implementation plan 1957 
to protect these uses (Scott River TMDL Action Plan, NCRWQCB, 2018).  1958 
 1959 
The Scott River TMDL Action Plan establishes a framework to support meeting water 1960 
quality objectives. Permitting authority is established under the NCRWQB’s Basin Plan 1961 
and Porter-Cologne. The TMDL Action plan establishes voluntary and regulatory 1962 
programs related to water quality management actions that would, among others, expand 1963 
riparian shading and control irrigation return-flows to streams to protect stream 1964 
temperature (currently regulated under the 2018 Scott River TMDL Conditional Waiver of 1965 
Waste Discharge Requirements). The TMDL staff report has identified groundwater 1966 
discharge to streams as a factor controlling stream temperature and a groundwater study 1967 
plan has been completed. 1968 
 1969 
Porter-Cologne (through NCRWQCB’s Basin Plan and using the TMDL Action Plan) 1970 
encourages water users to develop and implement water conservation practices (surface 1971 
water and groundwater, Table 4-10 of the TMDL Action plan). But the Waiver does not 1972 
include legal requirements for groundwater management actions that would increase 1973 
baseflow as a tool to maintain or improve cold streamflow temperature conditions 1974 
(NCRWQCB 2010). 1975 
 1976 
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Public Trust Doctrine. A recent court decision on the public trust doctrine (PTD) identifies 1977 
the County of Siskiyou as an extension of the SWRCB with administrative responsibilities 1978 
for protecting the public trust when issuing groundwater well permits; specifically, the 1979 
ecosystem supported by Scott River flows. The court decision  identifies groundwater 1980 
pumping that leads to surface water depletion as subject to public trust considerations, 1981 
specifically, balancing public trust resource needs against the public interest. 1982 
 1983 
Current Basin conditions indicate a need to improve conditions for fish and the GSP 1984 
furthers that goal. Reversal of stream depletion is one action that can help achieve that 1985 
goal. However, neither the ESA, TMDL, or PTD specify mandatory targets, minimum 1986 
thresholds, or specific project requirements. They do not use, as SGMA does, the concept 1987 
of “significant and unreasonable undesirable results” as an absolute legal measure. 1988 
Instead, targets, projects, and management actions to address surface water depletion 1989 
are developed as part of a program implementation and depend on environmental 1990 
outcomes, scientific studies, public interest concerns about PMAs, and best available 1991 
technology. 1992 
 1993 
The design of this interconnected surface water SMC required development of a 1994 
framework that is consistent with the requirements of SGMA for identifying 1995 
measurements, minimum thresholds, and measurable objectives. It also considers and is 1996 
consistent with the programmatic structures of the NCRWQCB Basin Plan (including the 1997 
TMDL Action Plan), ESA, and PTD. 1998 
 1999 
 2000 

Undesirable Results to Define a Minimum Threshold and Measurable Objectives for ISWs 2001 
versus the aspirational “Watershed Goal” 2002 

According to SGMA regulations, “Undesirable results occur when significant and 2003 
unreasonable effects for any of the sustainability indicators are caused by groundwater 2004 
conditions occurring throughout the basin” (23 CCR § 354.26). For the interconnected 2005 
surface water sustainability indicator, undesirable results commonly arise from habitat 2006 
conditions that are affected by the amount of streamflow, as described above. However, 2007 
reductions in streamflow – even during periods of baseflow – are not identical to “stream 2008 
depletion due to groundwater pumping”. Rather, streamflow and streamflow changes are 2009 
subject to several contributing factors as described above and in Section 3.3.5.1 2010 
(monitoring of surface water depletion).  For improving streamflow conditions, various 2011 
agencies and NGOs managing watersheds typically target one or several aspirational 2012 
“watershed goals”. The SGMA undesirable result is only one of several contributing 2013 
mechanisms impairing these watershed goals. The undesirable result that is relevant 2014 
to SGMA is the  stream depletion that can be attributed to groundwater pumping 2015 
outside of the adjudicated zone to the degree it leads to significant and 2016 
unreasonable impacts on beneficial uses of surface water. 2017 

In assessing how stream depletion reversal less than the MTs and MO would result in 2018 
significant and unreasonable effects on beneficial uses of surface water, it is helpful to 2019 
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consider the following standards for “significant” and “unreasonable”.  Case law 2020 
concerning the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) defines a “Significant effect 2021 
on the environment” as “a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in the 2022 
environment.”  (Pub. Resources Code, § 21068.)   2023 
 2024 
There is considerable case law interpreting the concept of “unreasonable” under Article 2025 
10, Section 2 of the California Constitution.  (See e.g., Gin Chow v. Santa Barbara 2026 
(1933) 217 Cal. 673, 705-706; Peabody v. City of Vallejo ( ) 2 Cal.2d351, 367; City of 2027 
Lodi v. East Bay Mun. Utility Dist. (1936) 7 Cal.2d 316, 339-341; Joslin v. Marin 2028 
Municipal Water Dist. (1967) 67 Cal.2d 132, 141; Erickson v. Queen Valley Ranch Co. 2029 
(1971) 22 Cal.App.3d578, 585-586.)  These cases essentially say that whether a use is 2030 
reasonable depends on the circumstances, and these circumstances can change over 2031 
time.  The reasonableness of groundwater use that may contribute to stream depletion 2032 
could depend on a number of circumstances, including the benefits of pumping 2033 
groundwater and the resource benefits of pumping groundwater. 2034 

Furthermore, in the Scott Valley, the definition of surface water depletion due to 2035 
groundwater pumping must account for the jurisdictional boundary of the 1980 2036 
adjudication, as SGMA regulates only those wells outside of the Adjudicated Zone (Wat. 2037 
Code, § 10720.8(a)(20).). In the SGMA context, the GSA’s enforcement responsibilities 2038 
are limited to stream depletion due to groundwater pumping outside of the Adjudicated 2039 
Zone. This is reflected in the design of the quantification of stream depletion (Section 2040 
3.3.5.1): the “no pumping reference scenario” refers to no pumping outside of the 2041 
Adjudicated Zone. No pumping inside of the Adjudicated Zone would be a (voluntary) 2042 
PMA and has been evaluated as a “bookend” PMA scenario. 2043 

In the context of assessing MTs for the ISW SMC, it is reasonable to only hold 2044 
groundwater producers outside the adjudicated zone to a modest percentage of stream 2045 
depletion reversal because any greater responsibility would unreasonably constrain 2046 
groundwater users in the basin. 2047 

While its enforcement responsibilities are narrowly focused on groundwater extraction 2048 
outside of the Adjudicated Zone, the GSA’s collaborative goals are broader than its 2049 
enforcement responsibilities and include support toward meeting aspirational watershed 2050 
goals in the Adjudicated Zone and with the many partners engaged in watershed 2051 
management. The GSP seeks to reflect these efforts in the design of the measurable 2052 
objective for interconnected surface water. 2053 

Consequently, for the sustainability indicator of Interconnected Surface Water (ISW), this 2054 
GSP makes a distinction between Undesirable Result (which must be attributable to 2055 
groundwater use outside of the Adjudicated Zone) and overall challenges related to 2056 
insufficient environmental flows in Scott River. This distinction reflects the fact that SGMA 2057 
can address only a portion of the water supply challenges of the entire Scott Valley, as it 2058 
does not regulate surface water diversions in the Basin or groundwater use within the 2059 
Adjudicated Zone.  2060 
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The objective of securing sufficiently functional environmental flows has been referred to 2061 
as an aspirational “watershed goal” indicating that the action of all water users in the 2062 
watershed may be necessary to achieve it. Quantification of the MO for the ISW 2063 
sustainability indicator supports achievement of the aspirational watershed goal.  2064 

Choosing the aspirational watershed goal itself as MO would not meet the requirement 2065 
that the metrics used to quantify/measure stream depletion that are used to establish the 2066 
minimum threshold, Section 3.3.5.1, must also be used to quantify the MO (23 CCR § 2067 
354.30): “(b) measurable objectives shall be established for each sustainability indicator, 2068 
based on quantitative values using the same metrics and monitoring sites as are used to 2069 
define the minimum thresholds”. 2070 

The GSA seeks to elevate its priority for being an active partner in an integrated 2071 
watershed management process involving many collaborations and partnerships by 2072 
emphasizing that the MO helps support this aspirational, integrated watershed 2073 
management goal. As discussed below in Section 3.4.5.3, the GSA’s MO for 2074 
interconnected surface water sustainability accounts for Porter-Cologne, the TMDL, the 2075 
Public Trust Doctrine, and the Endangered Species Act, by targeting substantial stream 2076 
depletion reversal in order to benefit Scott River fish and wildlife beneficial uses. 2077 

To summarize, the ISW Undesirable Result is narrower in scope than the overall low flow 2078 
challenges in the Scott River stream network and is defined as “significant and 2079 
unreasonable stream depletion due to groundwater extraction from wells subject to 2080 
SGMA (i.e., outside of the Adjudicated Zone).” It is protected by the MT and the MO. 2081 
However, GSP implementation is part of a broader, integrated effort across multiple 2082 
partners and partnerships to address overall low flow challenges in the Basin. This is 2083 
reflected by the fact that the minimum MO bounds a desirable range of stream depletion 2084 
reversal (green-shaded area in Figure ) that is inclusive of the aspirational watershed goal. 2085 

Quantification of Undesirable Results for Purposes of Setting a Minimum Threshold 2086 

The exact quantification of stream depletion that constitutes the Undesirable Result 2087 
depends on a balancing test between public interest considerations and environmental 2088 
improvements; that is, what is an “unreasonable” amount of stream depletion, which could 2089 
be reframed as: what is a “reasonable” amount of avoided groundwater use?  2090 

In public meetings, the Scott GSA Advisory Committee (AC) considered these questions 2091 
and concluded that the only way to answer these questions was to simultaneously 2092 
evaluate the flow benefits and the public interest impacts of various PMAs. The Advisory 2093 
Committee determined that, based on the diverse array of PMAs that could be 2094 
implemented in the Scott Valley, it would be reasonable to undertake some combination 2095 
of PMAs to reduce stream depletion while exposing stakeholders to reasonable economic 2096 
costs.  2097 

Based on this assessment of reasonableness by the Advisory Committee, and the 2098 
additional considerations of Porter-Cologne and the ESA, the GSA decided to implement 2099 
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PMAs to reduce current rates of stream depletion due to groundwater use in wells within 2100 
the SGMA jurisdiction. “Current rates” of stream depletion are “measured” using SVIHM 2101 
(see Section 3.3.5.1) as the stream depletion rates due to groundwater pumping outside 2102 
of the Adjudicated Zone. These rates cannot be directly measured with field instruments 2103 
for the reasons discussed in Section 3.3.5.1. The monthly values over the baseline period 2104 
of 1991–2018 may be averaged for simple representation, with a special focus on the 2105 
critical low-flow period of September–November.  2106 

Minimum Thresholds  2107 

The minimum threshold is set as the amount of stream depletion reversal achieved by 2108 
one or an equivalent set of multiple minimum required PMAs to meet the intent of SGMA 2109 
(no additional undesirable results), and Porter-Cologne and the PTD (some reversal of 2110 
existing undesirable results). The stream depletion reversal effects of PMAs and 2111 
combinations of PMAs were evaluated using the SVIHM and the full portfolio of results is 2112 
discussed in Chapter 4 and Appendix 4-A. This framework for the minimum threshold is 2113 
consistent with 23 CCR 354.28(c)(6), which (A) specifies the use of models to measure 2114 
stream depletion, (B) implies that consideration of impacts on beneficial uses and surface 2115 
flows is necessary, but (C) does not require that streamflow itself is used to set the 2116 
minimum threshold, triggers, or interim targets. 2117 
 2118 
Based on discussions of the AC, a combination of Managed Aquifer Recharge (MAR) in 2119 
the winter (January through March) and In-Lieu Recharge (ILR) in the spring (April until 2120 
June), on days when streamflow, above CDFW interim instream flow criteria  is available 2121 
after meeting surface water deliveries on 6,250 combined acres of active alfalfa and 2122 
pasture was considered to be a “guiding” scenario to define the minimum amount of 2123 
stream depletion reversal set as the minimum threshold. 2124 
 2125 
The MAR-ILR scenarios, once fully implemented, provide a relative stream depletion 2126 
reversal that averages 19% during September–November under 1991–2018 climate 2127 
conditions, as measured by the SVIHM monitoring tool. In other words, stream depletion 2128 
is reduced, on average, to 81% of stream depletion under business-as-usual. Appendix 2129 
4-A provides detailed monthly data for all months in 1991–2018, including relative and 2130 
absolute stream depletion reversal and relative and absolute remaining stream depletion. 2131 
It also provides information on the change in timing of spring recess and fall pulse flows 2132 
each year. 2133 
 2134 
Advisory Committee discussions further lead to the conclusion that the implementation of 2135 
multiple PMAs is desired over implementation of a single PMA. Implementation of the 2136 
MAR-ILR scenario, without consideration of other actions to increase instream flows, was 2137 
considered ambitious. The Advisory Committee agreed that a portfolio of PMAs that 2138 
includes some MAR, some ILR, increased irrigation efficiencies, conservation 2139 
easements, habitat improvements (e.g., beaver dam analogs), crop changes, and other 2140 
PMAs (see chapter 4) represents a preferable and more realistic approach to meeting the 2141 
minimum threshold set for this sustainability indicator. With these considerations, the 2142 
Advisory Committee chose to set an operationally flexible minimum threshold. 2143 
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 2144 
The minimum threshold is any portfolio of PMAs that achieves an individual monthly 2145 
stream depletion reversal similar to, but not necessarily identical to, the stream 2146 
depletion reversal achieved by the specific MAR-ILR scenario presented to the 2147 
Advisory Committee. The average stream depletion reversal of the implemented PMAs 2148 
during September–November must exceed 15% of the depletion caused by 2149 
groundwater pumping from outside the adjudicated zone in 2042 and thereafter, 2150 
where depletion is defined by the SVIHM “no-pumping outside the adjudicated zone 2151 
scenario 1” described in the appendix. The average remaining stream depletion during 2152 
September–November therefore must not exceed 85% of that achieved under the BAU 2153 
scenario. 2154 
 2155 
The average (relative) stream depletion reversal, the average remaining stream 2156 
depletion, and all other “measurable” outcomes to be expected from PMA implementation 2157 
are obtained through long-term SVIHM simulations encompassing at least 28 years of 2158 
actual climate conditions (see Section 3.3.5.1). Because SVIHM is the “measurement 2159 
tool”, the expected outcome of a PMA or combination of PMAs can be obtained from 2160 
simulation, without waiting for the actual implementation of PMAs and subsequent 2161 
observation over a long time period. For the simulation “measurement”, the time series of 2162 
recent climate conditions that have actually occurred in the Scott Valley (a wide range of 2163 
climate conditions), and the design of the PMA provide the required model input. The 2164 
assessment and improvement process for SVIHM “measurements”, also described in 2165 
Section 3.3.5.1, ensures that SVIHM remains the appropriate tool for determining PMA 2166 
outcomes, even under future climate and Basin conditions. 2167 
 2168 
Since the minimum threshold reflects a reversal of an existing undesirable result, the 2169 
management “glide-path” (sometimes considered for the gradual elimination of water 2170 
level decline in basins in overdraft) is instead a “climbing-path” for this interconnected 2171 
surface water SMC: a gradual increase in the minimum required stream depletion reversal 2172 
(and gradual decrease in the maximum allowable remaining stream depletion) over time. 2173 
Due to the climbing-path, the minimum threshold of 15% stream depletion reversal 2174 
only becomes enforceable under SGMA in 2042 and thereafter, when sustainable 2175 
conditions must be achieved. 2176 
 2177 
Along the “climbing-path” of the interim twenty-year period, the GSP sets milestones that 2178 
ensure that the GSA can meet and exceed MT conditions by 2042. The milestones 2179 
toward the final MT implementation in 2042 and thereafter are: 2180 

• 2027:  PMAs have been implemented that yield average relative stream depletion 2181 
reversal of at least 5% (remaining stream depletion: no more than 95% of BAU). 2182 

• 2032:  PMAs have been implemented that yield average relative stream depletion 2183 
reversal of at least 10% (remaining stream depletion: no more than 90% of BAU). 2184 

• 2037:  PMAs have been implemented that yield average relative stream depletion 2185 
reversal of at least 15% (the 2042 MT; remaining stream depletion: no more than 2186 
85% of BAU). 2187 

• 2042:  PMAs have been implemented that exceed the 2042 MT and show progress 2188 
toward meeting the measurable objective. 2189 
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 2190 
By setting a milestone to achieve MT conditions no later than 2037, five years prior to the 2191 
date set for the MT deemed to reflect sustainable groundwater conditions, the GSP 2192 
provides a reasonable “climbing-path” toward a measurable objective that exceeds the 2193 
MT and achieves the sustainability goal.  During the interim period, the GSA will use 2194 
milestones to demonstrate that the GSA is on a path to compliance with the 2042 2195 
Minimum Threshold (23 CCR Section 355.6(c)(1)). 2196 
 2197 

 2198 
Figure 8: Conceptual outline of the sustainable management criteria for interconnected surface 2199 
water (reversal of stream depletion due to groundwater pumping). Current Basin conditions 2200 
indicate a need to improve conditions for fish and the GSP furthers that goal. Reversal of stream 2201 
depletion is one action that can help achieve that goal. The minimum threshold for stream 2202 
depletion reversal is higher than current or recent historic conditions. The minimum threshold 2203 
deemed to reflect sustainable conditions will be effective from 2042 onward.  Prior to 2042, 2204 
interim milestones are set for 2027, 2032, and 2037. The interim milestone for 2037 is equal to 2205 
the 2042 minimum threshold. The measurable objective represents a percentage of stream 2206 
depletion reversal that exceeds the reasonable margin of operational flexibility for improving 2207 
overall conditions in the basin. Graphic modified from California DWR, Draft Sustainable 2208 
Management Criteria BMP, November 2017, Figure 15B.  2209 
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Table 7. Percent and average flowrate (cfs) of Total Stream Depletion (due to groundwater 2210 
pumping in wells outside of the Adjudicated Zone), from Sep 1 to Nov 1, reversed by the “guiding” 2211 
minimum PMA, Managed Aquifer Recharge and In-Lieu Recharge (MAR and ILR), categorized 2212 
by water year type, and adjusted to the final 2042 minimum threshold of 15%. 2213 

Water 
Year 
Type* 

Years 2042 Minimum 
Threshold for Total 
Depletion 
Reversed, Sep-
Nov, by water year 
type 

Average 
Depletion 
Reversed, 
Sep-Nov 
(cfs), by 
water year 
type 

Interim Milestones, Percent Depletion 
Reversed by PMAs, by water year type 

2022 2027 2032 2037 2042 

Dry 1991, 1992, 
1994, 2001, 
2009, 2013, 
2014, 2018 

20.6 % 4.1 0 7% 14% 21% 21% 

Below 
Avg 

2002, 2004, 
2005, 2007, 
2008, 2010, 
2012, 2015 

11.2 % 3.5 0 3% 7% 11% 11% 

Above 
Avg 

1993, 2000, 
2003, 2011, 
2016 

9.5 % 3.0 0 3% 7% 10% 10% 

Wet 1995, 1996, 
1997, 1998, 
1999, 2006, 
2017 

18.6 % 5.0 0 6% 12% 19% 19% 

1 Water year type is based on quartiles of total flow recorded at the Fort Jones USGS flow gauge, 2214 
water years 1977-2018 (where water years start Oct 1).  2215 
 2216 

3.4.5.2. Measurable Objectives  2217 

 2218 
More than any other sustainable management criteria besides water quality, the 2219 
interconnected surface water SMC is tightly linked to the water management efforts 2220 
outside direct groundwater management. Managing the interconnected surface water 2221 
SMC is part of a broader watershed portfolio of projects and management actions that 2222 
engages multiple federal, state, and local agencies, NGOs, and volunteer groups. To be 2223 
successful, implementation of the GSP for interconnected surface water must be closely 2224 
integrated with these broader, collaborative water management efforts. To articulate the 2225 
integrated water management characteristic of this SMC, the Measurable Objective is 2226 
considered to be part of the overall, aspirational “watershed goal”. The watershed goal 2227 
constitutes a management objective covering all consumptive water uses as well as land 2228 
management in the Scott Valley Basin and its surrounding watershed. Because the GSA 2229 
has no legal authority over some of these uses, collaboration with surface water users in 2230 
the Basin, with upland land managers, and with groundwater users in the Adjudicated 2231 
Zone, as well as with local organizations and state and federal agencies will be necessary 2232 
to work towards the aspirational watershed goal. 2233 
 2234 
It is worth noting that the GSP regulations allow the GSA to consider using the MO as an 2235 
aspirational goal by setting a MO that exceeds the reasonable margin of operational 2236 
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flexibility for improving overall conditions in the basin (23 CCR 354.30(g).), but this is not 2237 
required.  Nothing in SGMA otherwise precludes discussion of “aspirational” goals. 2238 
 2239 
Consistent with the metrics for the minimum threshold, the measurable objective is 2240 
defined as any portfolio of PMAs that achieves an individual monthly relative stream 2241 
depletion reversal similar to, but not necessarily identical to, the relative stream 2242 
depletion reversal achieved by the specific MAR-ILR scenario presented to the AC. 2243 
The measurable objective is achieved when average relative stream depletion reversal 2244 
of the implemented PMAs during September–November is 20% or above in 2042 and 2245 
thereafter, where depletion is defined by the SVIHM “no-pumping outside the adjudicated 2246 
zone scenario 1” described in the appendix. The average remaining stream depletion 2247 
during September–November, under the measurable objective, is 80% or less of that 2248 
achieved under the BAU scenario. The difference between measurable objective (20% or 2249 
above) and the minimum threshold (15%) provides for necessary operational flexibility in 2250 
the implementation of PMAs. The range of the measurable objective (20% or above) is 2251 
consistent with the aspirational watershed goal. 2252 
 2253 
This measurable objective meets the legal requirement that the measurable objective 2254 
must use the same metrics and monitoring tools as that used for setting the minimum 2255 
threshold (23 CCR Section 354.30(b)). Implementation of the SMC is closely tied to the 2256 
broader water management in the Basin and its surrounding watershed. To emphasize 2257 
the desire to integrate the efforts of the GSA with other agencies’ and groups’ water 2258 
management efforts, achieving the measurable objective will be part of a broader, albeit 2259 
aspirational, integrated water management goal to establish appropriate, healthy stream 2260 
and stream flow conditions. The implementation of the Plan contributes, in collaboration 2261 
with other agencies and groups, to achieving the requirements of Porter-Cologne and 2262 
compliance with the Public Trust Doctrine. This explicit linkage between the measurable 2263 
objective with the aspirational watershed goal also provides flexibility for compliance with 2264 
potential future regulations or actions, in an integrated water management approach. 2265 
 2266 
 2267 
 2268 
 2269 
 2270 
 2271 
 2272 
 2273 
 2274 
 2275 
 2276 
 2277 
 2278 
 2279 
 2280 
 2281 
 2282 
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3.4.5.3. Path to Achieve Measurable Objectives  2283 

 2284 
The GSA will support achievement of the measurable objective by conducting monitoring 2285 
related to interconnected surface water, including streamflow monitoring and 2286 
collaboration with entities that conduct biological monitoring for the environmental 2287 
beneficial uses and users of interconnected surface water in the Basin. PMAs to reverse 2288 
surface water depletion and ensure compliance with the minimum threshold will be 2289 
undertaken by the GSA, either as the lead agency, or as a project partner. The GSA will 2290 
review and analyze data, and update the model to evaluate any changes in depletion of 2291 
surface water due to groundwater pumping or PMA implemented in the Basin. Using 2292 
monitoring data collected as part of GSP implementation, the GSA will develop 2293 
information to demonstrate that PMAs are operating to maintain or improve conditions 2294 
related to the depletion of interconnected surface water in the Basin and to avoid 2295 
undesirable results. Should the minimum threshold be exceeded, the GSA will implement 2296 
measures to address this occurrence.  2297 
 2298 
To manage depletions of interconnected surface water, the GSA will partner with local 2299 
agencies and stakeholders to implement PMAs. PMAs are presented in further detail in 2300 
Chapter 4. Implementation timelines and approximate costs are discussed in Chapter 5.  2301 
 2302 
The GSA may choose to conduct additional or more frequent monitoring. The need for 2303 
additional studies on depletions of interconnected surface water will be assessed 2304 
throughout GSP implementation. The GSA may identify knowledge requirements, seek 2305 
funding, and help to implement additional studies.                    2306 
 2307 

3.4.5.4. Information and Methodology Used to Establish Minimum 2308 
Thresholds and Measurable Objectives 2309 

 2310 
The minimum threshold is defined in terms of modeled monthly stream depletion reversal 2311 
for climate period 1991-2018 conditions under proposed PMAs. This is measured with 2312 
the SVIHM, simultaneously in percent of Total Depletion reversed, in cubic-feet-per-2313 
second (cfs), and in year-specific number of days gained in the spring recess flow and 2314 
fall pulse flow for specific flow thresholds (e.g., 10 cfs, 20 cfs, 30 cfs, or 40 cfs) at the 2315 
simulated Fort Jones gauge. A detailed discussion of interconnected surface water and 2316 
groundwater dependent ecosystems in the Basin is described in Section 2.2.1.7. In 2317 
establishing minimum thresholds for depletions of interconnected surface water, the 2318 
following information was considered:  2319 

• Feedback on concerns about depletions of interconnected surface water and 2320 
feasibility of PMAs from stakeholders. 2321 

• An assessment of interconnected surface water in the Basin. 2322 
• Results of the numerical groundwater model, which was used to calculate surface 2323 

water depletion under a variety of scenarios. 2324 
• Input from stakeholders resulting from the consideration of the above information 2325 

in the form of recommendations regarding minimum thresholds and associated 2326 
management actions. 2327 
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The minimum thresholds were selected based on results of scenarios, modelled using 2328 
SVIHM, used to identify a realistic and reasonable amount of surface water depletion that 2329 
can be achieved through the proposed PMAs. The proposed PMAs included in the 2330 
scenarios to improve the decline in spring flow recession, summer and fall baseflow 2331 
conditions, and the onset of the fall flush flow in dry and some average years, individually 2332 
and in combination were:  2333 
 2334 

• Winter and spring managed aquifer recharge. 2335 
• Beaver dam analogues and other fish-friendly structures. 2336 
• Changes in irrigation technology or crop type. 2337 
• Surface water storage. 2338 
• Seasonal pumping restrictions in the non-Adjudicated Zone.  2339 
• Voluntary pumping restrictions in the Adjudicated Zone.  2340 
• Conservation easements that would limit irrigation in some or all water years. 2341 
• An expanded surface water leasing program. 2342 

 2343 

Along with Depletion Reversal for specific scenarios of PMAs, other output of SVIHM was 2344 
also used to compute and present other relevant project outcome metrics important to 2345 
understanding and assessing the project and management action benefits to streamflow. 2346 
Information considered by the Advisory Committee include:  2347 

• The ratio of Depletion Reversal and Total Depletion, which is the “Relative 2348 
Depletion Reversal”, measured in percent. The computation of this value is 2349 
shown in Figure .  2350 

• Streamflow on any given day and location, a metric relevant to measure 2351 
environmental outcomes. 2352 

• The number of days gained in stream connectivity in dry and some average years, 2353 
both in the summer after the end of the spring flow recession, and in the fall when 2354 
streamflow increases for the fall flush.  2355 

• Other relevant metrics including the timeseries of relative streamflow increase and 2356 
simulated streamflow.  2357 

• Evaluation under Future Climate Conditions: The Total Depletion under future 2358 
climate conditions, as well as the Depletion Reversal under future climate 2359 
conditions, can be modeled in the same way as for the 1991-2018 models, using 2360 
future climate data and DWR’s protocol for simulating climate change conditions.  2361 

• Uncertainty Analysis: SVIHM also allows for uncertainty analysis in predicting Total 2362 
Depletion, as well as Depletion Reversal for specific projects and management 2363 
actions under current or future climate conditions.  2364 

• For each group of projects and management actions that are implemented, the 2365 
Depletion Reversal is a measure of the amount of surface water depletion that is 2366 
reversed relative to business as usual (BAU0 conditions. PMAs are therefore – 2367 
through SVIHM – inextricably, deterministically, and directly linked to specific 2368 
“measured” outcomes: streamflow, streamflow gains, Depletion Reversal, Relative 2369 
Depletion Reversal, number of days gained in stream connectivity, etc.  2370 
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 2371 

Figure 9: Computation of the Relative Depletion Reversal as the ratio of Depletion Reversal (due 2372 
to PMAs) and Total Depletion. The graphic also shows the computation of the Total Depletion 2373 
and the Depletion Reversal as defined above. The Relative Depletion Reversal is a unitless 2374 
fraction.  Multiplied by 100, it has units of percent [%]. PMAs may lead to less than 100% Relative 2375 
Depletion Reversal, or even more than 100% Relative Depletion Reversal. Just like Total 2376 
Depletion and project or management action-specific Depletion Reversal, the Relative Depletion 2377 
Reversal varies from day to day.  2378 

A full portfolio of the scenarios and results are included in Appendix 4-A.  2379 

  2380 

3.4.5.5. Relationship to Other Sustainability Indicators 2381 

 2382 
Minimum thresholds are selected to avoid undesirable results for other sustainability 2383 
indicators. Depletion of interconnected surface water is a complex function of 2384 
groundwater storage and groundwater level dynamics that are in turn the result of 2385 
groundwater pumping patterns. The relationship between depletion of interconnected 2386 
surface water minimum thresholds and minimum thresholds for other sustainability 2387 
indicators are discussed below. 2388 
 2389 

• Groundwater Level – depletions of interconnected surface water occur in 2390 
conjunction with decreases in groundwater levels measured in shallow 2391 
groundwater wells, relative to the (unmeasured) conditions under no-pumping or 2392 
less-pumping. Minimum thresholds for groundwater levels may serve to avoid 2393 
significant additional stream depletion due to groundwater pumping but are 2394 
insufficient as a tool to manage the interconnected surface water sustainability 2395 
indicator. Vice versa, the minimum threshold for interconnected surface water is 2396 
protective of groundwater levels and supports achievement of the groundwater 2397 
level SMC. 2398 
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• Groundwater Storage – depletions of interconnected surface water are related to 2399 
groundwater storage in a similar way as they are related to water level changes.   2400 

• Seawater Intrusion – This sustainability indicator is not applicable in this Basin. 2401 
• Groundwater Quality – groundwater quality is not directly related to depletions of 2402 

interconnected surface water.  2403 
• Subsidence – depletions of interconnected surface water are related to 2404 

subsidence in a similar way as they are related to water level changes. The 2405 
minimum threshold for interconnected surface water will avoid significant lowering 2406 
of water levels and thus also avoid subsidence.    2407 

 2408 
 2409 
 2410 
 2411 
 2412 
 2413 
 2414 
 2415 
 2416 
 2417 
 2418 
 2419 
 2420 
 2421 
 2422 
 2423 
 2424 
 2425 
 2426 
 2427 
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